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and astonishment of all visitors and
many easterners, where hazy ideas
about New Mexico receive a strong
and wholesome readjustment when
they see the actual ' results of the
splendid schoolroom work, and by
the school buildings,
photographs
which demonstrate that New Mexico,
in proportion to her .population, is in
no way behind the older states in her
mi hllc school system; and far ahead
of many In other educational institu
tions.' It is remembered that, at Chi
caeo the school exhibit "represented
nnlv a few institutions, and these in a
umitPrt wav. while here a very large

.

.'

:

The Taos Pueblos "today held their
annual uesia 111 uuuui ui men yuuvu
saint,, San Geronimo, 'on their reservation in Taos County. This celebration
is held on the SOth of September of
each year" and attracts visitors from all
parts of the Territory, as well as many
tourists from different sections of the
country, who make the trip to Taos for
the special purpose of taking in the

festivities.'

;

UMtTWil' -

.

miles
is situated twenty-twthe Rio Grande Railroad from
It. is reached by a beautiful
stage road, which runs across the
mountains. When the Rio Grande Riv-- .
er is reached .there i3 a hot spring
there which has a temperature of 102
degrees the year abound and the stage
stops while the passengers, who wish,
bathe in this natural spring. The
bridge which spans the river is a toll
bridge,, being owned by' a private cor
Taos

o

off

Ser-villet-

'
.
poration.
The Taos Indians are among the
most interesting of the present day.
They may be said to be the only race
In existence that adhere to the ancient
customs. In dress they have the same
style of clothing that generations before them have used and in farming
and other modes of living they still
use the most primitive methods.
In religion they are supposed to be
Catholics, and are, in a certain sense,
but they have their own peculiar style
of worship, make their own laws and
inflict their own forms of punishment
for the disobedience of these laws, in
every way they are in a Class by themselves and have never had any desire
to learn the ways of their white brothers.
These Indians are
They .have ponies, goats, cattle and do
They
a little farming of their own.
live in a pyramid, village, which is
built on each side of a small river. The
village in itself is very picturesque. It
is built, as its name indicates, in the
form of a pyramid, each adobe being
on top of the other. These run up
elect and ten stories, to a pyramid,
and each house is 'reached by ladders
,.
on the outside.
Today is their day of feasting and
sport. The sports are free to all vis
itors, whom they welcome to their village. The sports consist of relayraces, climbing a pole, which is fiftyfiteht. feet In height, etc. The most in
teresting 13 the relay races, which
track on
are run on a fine quarter-mil- e
"reservation.
the
The participants in this race are
are chosen from the bucks that resid
in the two villages, on ekch side of the
river. After these races are run ana
evening comes on, the grand final or
corn dance is held, which is partici
pated in by the Indians of both villages. In thi3 part of the program the
clowns, or fun makers, get in their
work andall present have a great

time..".-
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OFFICIAL MATTERS-

-

Fish For New Mexico.;.

nniAnA Tt Q Pnilav has PflflorSPd
the reauest T)f the Territorial game
warden for 100,000 Rainbow Trout for
the Pecos River, 125,000 of, 'the game
envies for the Chama and Brazos
Rivers and 500 for the local reservoir.
Arrests for .Violation of Game. Law.
Paee B. Otero, Territorial game war
den, reports three arrests for violating
the game law referring to me possession of deer out of season. Two of the
arrests were made by Deputy (R. C.
Bailey at Victoria, Dona Ana County,
and the other one by Deputy L. M.
J--.

'

Gil-la- n

Tl.'-v- .

Page B. Otero, game and fish Ward-- ,
en for the Territory of New Mexico- has mode the following' report to Gov
ernor Otero for the past fiscal year, for
insertion in the annual report of Governor Otero to the Secretary of the In-

terior:.

'

at Chama. Rio Arriba County.
nnmher nf sDlendid graded- schools
and country schools are represented
rinndroft "Kftture's Roof Garden."
work" of
by fine exhibits,. besides the
June 18 to September 30, 1904.
Season
the roileses of agriculture ana ..me
chanic arts, the military institute, a
uw
university, a scnooi 01 mines, denomta'
who pronounce it one of the best ever
mal schools, also a number of
brought together.
ational schools of higher order.
"At Chicagoythe;'; three Territories,
"The,' hMutlfullv arranged ethnologi New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma,
cal exhibit, which fills room No. Ill, lolned in the erection of a building.
in the department of anthropology, which was scarcely- - as large as New
a most valuable collection, Mexico's building aloneat this expo
.nnoicte
w
VVUoaova nt
chief among which; is, the wonderful sition. Among the . endless varieties
Harvey collection, brought here from of beautiful buildings wnrcn aaorn tne
in- Plateau of States, many 6t which are
Albuquerque, Ttnd which is highly
homes of some of ; the nation's, fam
teresting.
.
can-- ' bus citizens, stands the' pretty "struc
It
of
artistic
an
view,
point
From
; bjo New
ereated
ture
Mexico, a gem
Tint fall to interest anyone who delights
and interior
in the beautiful tod that it is Very su in point of aarchitecture
to
monument
the progdecoration
a
scientific standpoint, is
perior from
ex- ress of the" Territory,, a credit to her
it
interest
has
the
great
by
proven
ornamental
cited in persons from air parts of the citizens, andone of, the
of the exposition."
world, 'who- are qualified to Judge and features
:

to Drouth of Past Summer.
Trout Streams Are in Poor
Condition.

Owing

Showing Made By This Territory Has These Indians Probably Only Tribe
Existence That Adhere to Tribal
Astonished Easterners Who Did Not
Customs. '
Know of Its Resources. .'
The Mining World speaks as follows
of the New Mexico exhibits at the Exposition at St. Louis:
"The past ten years have brought
great changes to New Mexico, and the
marked advancement and
progress
made alongall lines Is emphasized by
a comparison of Jier exhibits at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition with
those at Chicago. The Territory has
large and excellent exhibits here, displayed .in a most attractive and Interesting manner and showing many of
splendid products of that country,
as well as the educational facilities and
other interesting features and the
chance for statehood has been advanced many points by the excellent impression made at the fair.
"Great irrigation enterprises within
the last decade have reclaimed large
areas1 of fine agricultural lands, richer
than the valley of the Nile, providing
happy homes for thousands of people in
the most beautiful and delightful climate in the world.
"The superior products shown here
In New Mexico's agricultural and horticultural exhibits are a revelation to
visitors from all lands and have demonstrated that the very best results
In
and most perfect development
fruits and farm products are obtained
by Irrigation and sunny skies. The
fruits, grains, vegetables and other
products of the soil shown here are
'
most excellent. The exhibits are larger and better than have ever been made
by the Territory, at Various exposi'
..."
;
tions.,
.
"New Mexico's exhibit in the beautiful Palace of Mines and Metallurgy,
ably presents the status of one ofi her
most important industries, showing the
products of a vastly greater number
of producing mines than it was possible to show ten years ago, or when the
Territory made an exhibit at Chicago.
The exhibit includes anthracite and
bituminous coal, Iron, zinc, lead, cop
per, silver and gold, in their many
combinations and various mineralogi-ca- l
forms, besides mica, gypsum, salt,
sulphur, bloedite, asbestos, marble,
onyx and building stone. A unique and
most important product of tfte. mines
of New Mexico is1 the beautiful geta-stonthe finest and most valuable
turquois found in any part of the
world. This Territory has the only
turquois exhibit at the exhibition
One of Ihese is in the mineral exhibit In
an, the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy,
other is in the Varied Industries Building, another exhibit of a turquois
mine and Its products is shown In the
Gulch, or outside mining exhibit,
where a reproduction: of the turquois
mines of the Borterfleld Turquois
Mines Company, near Silver City,
the actual geological occurrence of this
by
gem, which was accomplished
bringing to the fair several tons of the
rock from the mine, with turquois em.
bedded in It.
"New Mexico's greatest pride" is her
educational exhibit, which, as one

r

The advantages which nature has so
liberally bestowed upon New Mexico
in the way of magnificent mountain,
numerous
beautiful
and
ranges
streams and lakes, should, with the
wise enactment of practical laws looking to the preservation of our game
and fish, prove a great source of rev
THE PUEBLO OF TAOS.
enue. Sportsmen who select this neia
for hunting and fishing would leave
usually more than the value of the
POLITIgame they , take away, especially if a
uniform license charged.
Other states and territories realize
the importance of protecting and pre- -,
serving their game and fish, and are
A correspondent of the New Mexican
making every effort to improve their
at Hillsboro writes that the Republi- condition in this respect.;
.
r
can county convention of 'Sierra Coun-- !
The success or failure of officials to,
ty for the purpose of nominating a leg- enforce our game and fish laws, de
islative and countynicket will be held pend 'largely , upon public sentiment!1
at Hillsboro, the county seat of Sierra and while there is a growing and betDamage-Capi- tal County, on Monday, October 10th, and ter sentiment in many localities of our
that the Democratic county convention Territory, and little difficulty is met in
for the same purpose may be held at securing convictions
upon, proof of
the same time. This correspondent guilt, there is still in some portions
thinks that Senator V. H. Andrews of our game and fish districts a dewill have a majority in Sierra County, cided prejudice against the prosecu
if energetic campaign work between tion of violators even when the evi
now and election day is done. Sena- dence of guilt is conclusive, partly due.
tor Andrews is well knownnand popular no doubt, to the fact that the people
Out.
Washed
Street
Sparks
The south end of the College bridge in the county which; however, hereto- have not yet realized that what they
considered strongly Dem- have always considered to be legiti
remained standing and diverted the fore has been
- i.
mate and right is not being arbitrarily
water toward Sparks ' Street. The ocratic.
5
taken away from them.
banks midway between Don Gasper
The R epublicans of Rio Arriba CounWhile more arrests and convictions
Avenue and College Street were soon
will hold a convention for the nom- for game anfl fish law violations have
ty
undermined by the water turned to the
tick- been made during the past year than
north by the remaining portion of. the ination of a legislative and county
on
Arairfilla
the during the entire former history of
et
Tierra
at
Saturday
College Street bridge. The entire
Althis department, still, as I have statstreet was nearly swept away and 8th of October. It is reported that
of
sheriff
the
exander
Reed,
present
,
in my previous report, It is very
ed
vicin-in
who
owned homes
that
those
will be a candidate for the difficult to obtain the services of suitthe
county,
of
their
became
fearful
property.
ity
council from the district and that B. C. able men to act as deputy wardens on
No Telegraph or Train Service.
Hernandez, the present efficient pro- account of the insufficient compensa
deTelegraph and train, service is
No trains will arrive in bate" clerk, will receive the nomination tion connected therewith, there be
moralized.
or leave Santa Fe today. The city is for a member of the house from the no money appropriated for compensat
ing a deputy other than the fines col
in reality isolated. The Associated county. There is as yet not much talk
offifor
candidates
county
lected from successful convictions. On
conqerning
account
of
Press is unable to send any
Pendle- the
theory that those who hunt and fish
the damage in other sections of the ces proper. Judge Granville
terms should pay all, or a large share of the
two
for
has
who
of
Aztec,
ton,
reached
no
mails
have
Territory and
repcost of preserving the game and fish,
this city last night or today. The with great credit and efficiency
in the house instead of burdening the general tax
San
Juan
resented
County
mornthis
Central
train
left
Fe
Santa
of the "assembly, is
I again urge the necessity of
ing two hours late but was delayed of representatives the nomination as navers.
of for
a law licensing hunters, as
spoken
being
miles
half
enacting
a
and
one
washout
by a,
that
from
council
for
the
Resident hunters
candidate
a
large
follows:
&
Rio Grande
south. The Denver
made no effort to resume service, a district. The indications are that the game(deer); $8.00 per season; small
and
washout In the Rid Grande Canon, 27 convention will be well attended com- game (birds), $1.00 per first day, and
a
ticket
and
that
harmonious
day.
50 cents per each
succeeding
miles north of Santa Fe, utterly tieing
men
and
license,
of
competent
hunting
strong
general
posed
is
Fe
Central
Santa
up traffic. The
Will be placed in the field. It is ex $25.00 per season. In this way we
fighting washouts in the Jocal yards,
pected that Senator W. H. Andrews, could create a fund out of which depat the Indian School, at Clark, at
will uties might be paida'stipulated salary,
and at a point 30 miles this Republican candidate for delegate,
.and be in a position to dictate as to
side of Torrance. The Santa Fe will be present at the convention.
the kind pi men to employ and insist
make no effort to run' trains onjhe
upon their doing their full duty.
main line today and probably not to- During the year just passed there
is
demoralized
by
night. The service
have been five arrests made, all re
miles of damaged track at Elota,
sulting in convictions: Three in Grant,
while there are many smaller washSierra and Luna Counties, and two In
outs at frequent intervals. Trains
San Miguel County, and the lesson
while
Rowe
For
held
are
at
Withdrawn
east
All
Heretofore
Lands
from the
.
seems to have had the proper effect,
Ber-those from the west cannot pass
Any Purpose Will Be Opened
for, while it has so far been difficult
nalillo. It is possible that the trains
For
Entry.
I
to obtain regular reports from depure
service
will be turned back and
30.
ties, what few notices of violations of
A
sumed in that manner. By noon the
policy
Washington, Sept.
the law coming to this office from othclear
in
succeeded
of
Western Union had
which will result in the restoration
not considing a wire as far as Alamosa. It is not thousands of acres of land to the public er sources, are from parties
ered
of
the
responsible.
balance
the
the
known how badly
domain has just been adopted by
While it is not to be expected that,
service has been damaged. The Uni secretary of the interior.
will be saved,- still, with
at
was
everything
made
ted States mail cannot arrive before
Announcement
today
in the present law, and
few
a
changes
.
tomorrow at the earliest.
tho Interior Denartment that lands!
of enforcing the same,
a
'
Droner
system
Gone.
for
purpose
withdrawn
any
heretofore
Bridges
Many'
no
doubt
but that the improve-- .
I
have
alseven
ana
bridges, whatsoever, win De restored,
It is reported that
would be plainconditions
all
in
ment
among them the fine stone bridge ter advertisement for 90 days, shall be
noticeable.
been
laws
ly
land
the
have
to
under
entry
subject
spanning the Galisteo,
The slaughter of deer by the Apache,
swept away between Albuquerque and of the United States. This applies
Great destruction of; particularly to lands wlthdra'wn for ' Navaho and Pueblo Indian tribes who
Las Vegas.
make their raids from their reserva
property is also anticipated.
forestry and Irrigation purposes.
'
tions jeacn ran tana ai oiuer uuies
re
Years.
in
of
the
for
The
secretary
object
Many
Highest
Is
to
has done more than all other agencies
the
is
pre90
at
The Rio Grande
Espanola
days' advertising
quiring
combined reduce the number of our
The vent the land from
into
the
years.
for
ailing
many
known
highest
carfordeer and antelope herds. I have fre
is
and
the
Under
wide
mile
of
a
hands
speculators.
river is running
may- est reserve policy, thousands of acres quently notified ,the Indian Agents
rying everything before it. The were
Paso
El
and
have been withdrawn which recent likewise their attorney m New Mexico,
ors of Albuquerque
a
for
out
to
look
examination has disclosed to be" agri- to see that these Indians are not pertelegraphed last night
is
practicalflood.
cultural land and also which could bo mitted to Indulge in these annual raids,,
Albuquerque
large
with only moderate success. Last
ly unprotected and the damage may used for grazing, fuller investigation but
October I visited Taos and In an Interreach great proportions in that city if showing that it should uVrestored.
"
This is particularly true in New view with one of the Apache chiefs,
all reoorts are true.
n
of his
Mexico, Colorado and Utah. In the who was there with thirty-seveDamage to Property Along River.
If rain continues to fall in the moun- cases of timber tracts in the midst of tribe, informed him that I would not
tains and in this vicinity jt is possible land occupied by settlers, It will he re- permit them, to do any hunting while
that the damage has only begun.; The stored on account of being Isolated. thefe. They went back to their reserwater does not have to cut in much Tracts reserved for irrigation purpos- vation next day.,
Since my last report I have appoint
farther to demolish dwellings and ruin es will be restored w"here projects have
thirty-fiv- e
additional deputies In difed
the
reason.
from
abandoned
for
country
town lots. Reports
been
any
ferent counties, making the total of
indicate that damage has occurred
those now in the service eighty-two- .'
,X:S-f- 8CRATCH PAPER.
along both banks of the riven
i Much Water Goes to Waste.
Made from ledger, linen, fiat and book This number Includes all government
,
' at
th forest rangers, who have been doing
Enough water in t the last twenty- - papers at 10 cento per pound
'
v
la
.
This
scrapICaodcaojl
New
paper
Santa
the
down
put excellent work.
four'hours has, passed
"
1
ta
leaa
summer
thao
the
In
Last
paper
spent about tWo
up
pads aad
Pe River to if eflllv twice twenty
.
Continued en Pag Four.
on Page Elflht
oricinaQjkcoat 9nly a limited supply.

POWERFUL AND DESTRUCTIVE FLOOD WATERS

LATEST

CAL POINTERS

Swept Down Santa Fe River Last
Night Doing Great Local

Without Railroad
The Santa Fe River, angry at its
long played farce as a waterway, rose
nighf :ind
into a rushing trorrent-larswept berore it me ueigauu, uuncgc
and Canon Street bridges, all smaller
foot bridges and damaged to a large
extent the Don Gasper, Galisteo and
Street bridges, carried
Guadalupe

,
i

destroyed
small
outhouses,
away
Sparks Street between) College Street
and Don Gaspar Avenue and injured
adjacent property to an extent which
cannot now be estimated.
Reached Highest Point This Morning.
At three o'clock this morning the
river was at its highest. The bank on
both sides failed to confine the flood
which came racing down from the
The College Street woodmountains.
en structure was the first to succumb.
The piers holding this bridge were not
in good repair and with a crash the entire south end broke up and passed
down the river. Part of the Delgado
bridges
and
the Canon Street
soon followed, the south end of the
first and the north end of the second
giving way to the flood. Property; was
threatened on both banks and many
men were seen endeavoring to protect
their houses by rudely constructed
stone embankments.
Effect on Don Gaspar Bridge..,
The flood then began to attack the
Don Gaspar Avenue stone bridge. On
each side the banks and wingwalls
and then carried
were undermined
away until the bridge was nearly iso
lated from the street. The bridge its
elf withstood each attack Without any
perceptible damage, but the approaches to the bridge, which were filled with
dirt-an- d
loose stone were almost en
tirely washed away. This was stopped
by the use of brush, wired together
and thrown into the excavations.
diLarge logs were also thrown in to
vert the course of the water.
Galisteo Bridge Safe.
The Galisteo Street bridge was able
tfy hold out during the day, the stone
piers protecting the high wooden struc
The flood, however, carried
ture.
away: a portion of the banK on doui
ends of the bridge in a similar manner
as at the Don Gasrfer, Avenue bridge.
This damage had not reached any
during tne
proportions
dangerous
morning and the bridge will probably
withstand the flood if a remarKaoie
rise does not again take place.
; Railway Bridge Slightly Damaged.
The Guadalupe railway bridge was
also damaged to a small extent but
reproved unusually, solid against the
has
bridge
This
onslaughts.
peated
wooden piers and the water was within three feet of the top at one time.
The water passed under it easily and
did not church to the extent that was
noticeable on the other bridges, which
was the reason for the little damage
.
;
;
at this point.
; ..
' Filled
Irrigation Ditches.
'All the small ditches contained a
limitless supply of water, but this did
littio rinmafee. widening the banks in
some places but bringing delight
t Borrow to - those through
whose fields It passed,
i
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to mislead the voters, would like to , It is said that the Democratic lead
use the gross bureau estimates, in- ers or tnis county are seriously con
stead of the official reports of the de- sidering to ask for a fusion with what
partments, in making their attacks on is known as the Catron Faction of the
PRINTING administrative extravagance. But it Republican party here. After they
CHE NEW MEXICAN
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
is disappointing to find Judge Parker have fought Mr. Catron unrelentingly
years they are
classing himself with "small" politi- for about thirty-fivEditor cians.
MAX. FROST
willing now to do his bidding and give
Some of Parkers' friends have called him part of the Democratic ticket in
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Manager and Associate Editor. President Roosevelt a swashbuckler; order to elect the remainder. At
but it should be noted that he has least, such are their calculations. Mr
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
treated his opponent with dignified Catron is evidently to their minds
and
Treasurer.
Secretary
consideration, in marked contrast with stronger than all of them combined
Entered as Second Class matter at Judge Parker's small and unworthy at- Indeed, the longer a man is in political
life the oftener he is impressed, with
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
tempts to discredit the President.
the truth of the saying, "politics makes
THAT INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE strange bed fellows."
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
SCHEME!
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Mr.
in his speech in this city
"It seems that Colonel Guffy of Penn
Money,
Dtily, per month, by carrier ....$1 00
the sylvania, who denies having given
concerning
evening,
Wednesday
75
mail
.Daily, per month, by
campaign
7 50 report that the Democratic campaign $50,000 to the Democratic
Tally, one year by mail
4 00 committee was to put up $4,000 should fund, does not want his left hand to
mail.
six
months,
by
r.ully,
Delegate Rodey do the silly act and know what his right hand signeth."
.aily, three months, by mail.... 22 00
00 run as an Independent Republican Kansas City Star.
Weekly, per year..
1 CO candidate for delegate to Congress,
The New Mexican hopes that the in
Weekly, six months
much
had
he
wished
75
that
said
he
in the above will not be apthat
timation
Weekly, per quarter
"5 money to spend. There is no ques- plied to the report that Delegate RodWeekly, per month
tion that he told the absolute truth. ey is to receive $4,000 for hiSj camThe New Mexican did not say in the paign'from the Democratic campaign
Tint, New Mexican is the oldest published report that Mr. Rodey had
managers should he make an Independ
jriwspaper in New Mexico. It is sent put up a cent of this sum, or that he ent race as a candidate for delegate.
lo every postofflce in the Territory, would bear any part of the expenses. There are intelligent- people in this
nd has a larg- - and growing circulaNevertheless, it would be considered
who might look' at the question
tion among the intelligent and pro- a very legitimate campaign expendi- world
the
from
standpoint in the little edit
gressive people of the Southwest.
ture. If Mr. Rodey runs independent, orial from the Kansas City Star.
he could make no campaign without
money and $4,000 would be not a bit
In the Democratic district conven
UNION(yLABE:Ly
too much to defray Its expenses. The tion, held at Roswell a few days ago,
conclusion of the Democratic cam to nominate a candidate for member of
paign managers evidently is that Mr. the house of representatives from the
Rodey's running would take from two 15th district, the harmony was so thick
to three thousand votes away from the that the Eddy County delegation walk
Republicans, which they figure in all ed out. There are evidently many
human probability would bring about Democrats in southeastern New Mexi
Senator Andrew's defeat. This may co who are dissatisfied with the ac
be called a trick, but many things are tions and doings of the Democratic
fa;r in politics. The New Mexican leaders there and who will vote the
does not believe in the old doctrine Republican tickets in part or In whole.
that everything is fair in love, war Such action on their part will redound
and politics, but many things that may to the good of the Territory and will
not be exactly fair elsewhere are con- be highly commended by all patriotic
sidered fair enough in politics and are citizens.
.
used. Tn 1894, when Thomas B. Cat
ron, of this county, ran for delegate to
Chairman J. H. Crist, of the DemoCongress and defeated Antonio Joseph cratic Territorial Central Committee,
who had held the office for ten years, denies that there is any deal on by
candidacy of T. B. Mills, of Las which the neat sum of $4,000 was to
NATIONAL .REPUBLICAN the
Vegas, as the Populist candidate, who be paid for campaign expenses should
polled 1,835 votes, helped to secure Mr. Delegate B. S. Rodey conclude to run
Catron's election as these votes, nine as an Independent Republican candiTICKET.
out of ten, came from the Democratic date for delegate to Congress and by
party. In this year of Our Lord, how- such course help the Democratic canever, the. scheme, should Mr. Rodey didate for the same office. Of course,
" For
President,
run. will not work. The Republican man, of course! Nobody expected you
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
majority will be too great to be over- to acknowledge the corn!
come by what Mr. Rodey may and may
For Vice President,
not do in the premises.
Your Uncle Henry Gassoway Davis
CHARLES WARREN FAIRBANKS.
is willing and ready to make more
Senator
THE PLAIN DUTY OF THE CITY speeches In this campaign.
For Delegate to the 59th Congress,
ADMINISTRATION.
Arthur Pue Gorman and Chairman
The city council on next Monday ev- Tom Taggart are objecting. It is eviWILLIAM H. ANDREWS.
ening, at its regular session, should dent that these two Democratic camtake prompt and decisive steps in the paign managers want their Uncle
PARKER'S FRIENDS ARE DISAPmatter of constructing vitrified brick Henry to put up more big checks bePOINTED.
crossings and pavements on the prin fore allowing him to again address the
The more the letters of acceptance cipal business streets and resident ave "dear people" and make Republican
of President Roosevelt and Judge Al- nues of the city, especially on those votes. They want to get square some
ton Brooks Parker of their respective leading to the Capitol grounds from, where.
nominations are compared and studied, the north side. But about two months
the "bigger" a man does Mr. Roosevelt. remain wherein to do this work before
The rains which have recently fall
appear and the less creaitaDie is me the session of the 36th Legislative As en in central and northern New Mexi
role assumed by Judge Parker. This sembly. It should be done before that co will prove of great value to the
is to be regretted by patriotic citizens body meets, as during the sessions range and to live stock. It now
as many of them who will vote for Mr, many citizens from all over the Terri looks as if sheep and cattle will ex
Roosevelt would nevertheless liked to tory will be in this capital and good, perience a favorable season this win
have retained the best opinion of his clean and comfortable sidewalks will ter. This means prosperous times for
opponent. This is so apparent that ev- prove a matter of much comfort, and the sheep growers and cattle raisers
en indeDendent newspapers of Demo- - convenience to all concerned.
This and thereafter, a benefit to pretty
cratic tendencies have noticed it and may be a hard and snowy winter and much every other inhabitant of the
are commenting upon it. The Kansas unless sidewalks and vitrified brick Territory.
City Star, which wields much influence crossings are provided, sojourners and
Thanks to the perseverance and en
in western Missouri, in eastern Kan residents will have a tough and slushy
sas and in southeastern Nebraska, time of it in their visits to the Capitol ergy of County Commissioner Arthur
upon this phase of the politcal situa- building on the south side, and Santa Seligman, the people of this city will
tion says that even the political oppon Fe will be condemned and suffer. enjoy the use of another strong, and
ents ,of Judge Parker, at the time of This would prove of detriment and handsome stone bridge across the San
his nomination, were disposed to look have an evil effect on the prospects of ta Fe River and1 that within four
upon him as a man of high ideals, po- this town. The cleaner and the more months. This is a greatly needed and
litical dignity and broad views. This comfortable the city Is during the much desired public structure and will
opinion was held generally in spite of coming winter the more beneficial will prove of comfort and convenience to
the discredited auspices under which this prove to the property owners and the citizens of the capital, ,
he successfully made the race for the residents here. Too much in the im
Louis W. Galles, of Albuquerque,
But the indications that provement line cannot be done. The
nomination.
were revealed through the Hill and city administration will be deserving figures ont that Delegate Rodey, if he
Wall Street sponsorship seem to have and receive the thanks of all good cit- runs as an independent canaiaate ior
denoted the man more nearly than the izens if it will not be weary in well
delegate to Congress, will poll 14,000
and will see to it that the pave- votes. It is reported from the Duke
common estimate based on his record
on the bench. In his letter of accept- ments and street crossings' on Palace City that Mr. Rodey is inclined to beon Washington Avenue, lieve this calculation.
The New Mexi
ance, as already pointed out, Judge Avenue,
Parker has been no less than indecent around the Plaza, on San Francisco can is loath to believe the latter report
in his treatment of the President. He Street and on Don Gaspar Avenue are It is roo preposterous to be given
has deliberately endeavored to create constructed as the ordinance requires,
x
popular distrust of the Chief. Magls- - by the first of December.
Candidate George P. Money, infhls
trate's acts and even in his motives.
The Democratic national platform speech on Wednesday evening in this
But in addition to his wholly imaginary "picture of a "benevolent despot- - insists that American citizens must city, said that if he were elected dele
isnt,'.' Judge Parker has been cheap and shall be protected in the full en- gate he would have a bill creating a
enough to take up the matter of with- joyment of their rights and privileges separate supreme court for the Terri
holding department estimates. After in other countries. In the next para- tory passed. He did not explain, how
treating the matter of government ex graph the platform demands an im ever, how as a Democratic delegate he
travagance without showing where mediate and great reduction of the could accomplish such a radical in
there has been waste, the Democratic army and navy. How the rights of novation in the judicial system of the
American citizens in foreign countries Territory in a Republican Congress.
nominee says:
"In this connection it is interesting can be protected and preserved withThe Democrats of Rio Arriba County
to note the recent administrative or out a navy and without an army, David
ders forbidding government officers Bennett Hill and his gang of plutocrat- are for fusion with the Republicans
from making public any statement of ic bond clippers and Colonel William there. Can't blame them. They have
estimates on whiqh future appropria J. Bryan and his crown of free silver-ite- s been licked so often that they have
do not explain In the platform. come to the conclusion that half a
tions are to be based."
Now, Judge Parker must know, or They, consider this inconsistency too loaf is better than none should they
should know that the estimates in ques- small to be noticed. The people think find any Republicans willing to give it
tion are preliminary, are usually sup- otherwise, as will be found on election to them.
pressed, and because of their mislead day in November.
It you have any clean cotton rags
ing character, should be suppressed.
The Republican party leaders in that are suitable for cleaning machinThey do not even approximate the ac
tual appropriations.
They are the Kansas feel so hopeful that they have ery, bring tHem to the New Mexican of, statements from heads of bureaus, not informed Chairman Cortelyou of the fice and receive cash for, same.
of what each bureau should have, but Republican National Committee that
Call on the New Mexican lifting
what it would like to have. It Is un they need no money to carry on their
derstood that these bureau estimates campaign. The farmers of 4he state Company for engraved visiting cards.
are excessive. In the case of the Army have over $100,000,000 In the banks
When you go 'to the Fair at Albusud Navy, preliminary estimates have and this year's crops are very bountidon't fail to take one of those
8
50
above
cent
November
about
on
querque
run
next,
per
ful. Kansas will,
usually
major- fine oyster loafs with yon from the
the final sum. fixed by the respective give one of its record-breakinBon Ton.
cabinet officers. The only estimates- - ities for Roosevelt and Fairbanks.
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that approximate the resulting appro
priations are those finally made by the

highest heads of the departments, and
these are the only ones, to which the
nnblic Is entitled. ,
- Of course, cheap Democrats, willing
5

MAX. FROST,

Santa Fe

8

tte

:

:

New Mexico

:

:

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Phone 66.
Offices Griffin 'Block.

EUGENE A. F1SKE,
Attorney and Counselor at La,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice,
;

EL

J.

Lacciso

Iracpg&otcSw

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

.J.PALKK,

M.

Office Sena Block.

WILLIAM

Palace Ava

H. H. LLEWELLYN

'
.
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties.
Third Judicial District.
Attorney-at-Law-

KKNRY L. WALDO,

BANK

THE FIRST NATIONAL
8AHTA FE,

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe,
ML,
Land and mining business a iw
specialty,

MEW MEXICO

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices In the District and S
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
tentlon given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos
and Saa
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

United States Designated Depositary.

EDWARD C. WADB,
Attorney-at-Law-

Cuisine and Tebls
Service Unascalt"

also' and Refut- liked ThraughoM,

The Palace Hotel
WILLIAM VAUOHNfPROP.
"'

sg,

.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patent!
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,

NEW MEXICO,

FRANK W. CLANCY,

'

w.

Attorney-at-La-

-

i

Laffe Sample Dooms for Commercial JBeik
New Mexico
fieata Pe

2d Judicial

(District Attorney
District)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, al
so before the United states Supreme
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

Life hiswaMce
means love of home, of wife, of children and
,
dependents!
It means protection of business credit, and
old age !
honest,
self-respecti-

w.

Practices la the Supreme and DiatiM
Court. Mining and Land Law a sped
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pa
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
Nv 10 Palace Avenue.
Supcessfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or mediclnea.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours: 2 m.,
p. m. Phone 1S1
2-- 5

DENTISTS

Its use by individuals has become the measure of their judgment, their thrift and their
character, and thereby the test of their civil:
:
:
ization and their progress :

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over

C. O. HARRISON. D. D. S.,

'

Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plasa.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Office: Over

'

"

Areyoo carrying all the insurance you can? If
not, get a policy in THE EQUITABLE, quick!

Spits' Jewelry

South Side of Plaza.

Store.

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

.

Civil Engineer and Surveyor,

Irrigation Work a Specialty.

MRS.

L A.

HVRVEY,

Agent

102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.
G. A. COLLINS,
and irrigation ; Engineer,
Surveying and Mapping.
1

Civil

112 San

A. P. HOGLE

Estimates Furnished. ,
Francisco St., Santa Fe, N.

Stenography

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

&

M.

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, N. 11
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

Best of Kefeence Oivsn as aa EMBALMEIl.

NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANSLATIONS
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office West Side of Plaza.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.
i'

Nifebt Calls

:

RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

--

ARCHITECTS
HOLT A HOLT.

si "OUR PLACE"
Wm Be Found a Fall Una of Table Wines lot Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone YUn Be Promptly Fitted

W. R.

F.HAWLEY

,

1

Santa Fe.

PRICE, Prop.

bsw PsJM

4U9

.

;
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kinds
Office,
planned and superintended.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas.
Phone 94

N. M.

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
Tht leading mining periodical of the
world, with the strongest editorial staff of
;

'

lany technical publication.

.

Subscription IS.M a year (inclodina;
U. &, Canadian, Mexican peetage.)
Sample copy tree. Send far Book Catalans.

las!
fees,

.

Attorney at Law.

V

riiicViiies

g

Attorneys at Law.

' EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offlea
in the Capitol.

AO G3AE3

WINES, LIQUORS

8

cs? cf

,

do-ln- g

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

jeshrjjl tTosisM
V

V

--

ENQMESBNa

AMI JBfUM

JoUBUL
, Nnrfofc ...

'

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, September 30,

CAUSE OF RHEUIMTIS1.1
An eminent physician says: "That rheumatism is the direct result of improper eating and
made absolutely cured by leaving out of your dietary, animal foods of all kinds and living on
cereals, fruits, nuts and vegetables. A diet consisting of milk and cereal foods will cure the
most acute form of Rheumatism, while those who live malnly'on animal foods, cannot escape it.

M.

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

fill

of Digestion and Ready to Eat

Nutritious-E- asy
signature on
every package.
My

Dr. Price, the creator of Er. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
A cook book containing 76 excellent receipts for using tho Food mailed free to any address.
Prepared by

C0R0NAD0 TEINTC1TY

MILLS

COLFAX COUNTY.

v

Another strike Is 'reported from,
It was made on the
Eiizabethtown.
Hidden Treasure owned by the Jetta
Gold Mining and Milling Company. A
three-foo- t
vein of very rich ore was
uncovered within fifteen feet of the
stock is
The company's
surface.
mostly owned at Trinidad, Colorado.
GRANT COUNTY.
smelter of the Comanche
The 200-toand
Company at Silver
Milling
Mining
City will be completed by October 15.
It will be blown in as soon as complet-ed- .
Michigan Capital is erecting the
smelter.
MINERAL STATISTICS.
The United Geological Survey has
issued a renort showing that in 1903
the jQnited States ponsumed 37,758
short tons of graphite, valued at
The value of the total home
production, was only $225,554. The
annual importation bf graphite into
the United States each year far exceeds, therefore, the domestic production. Th value of the imports in 1903

Altoona, Pa., June ao,

PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, IlL

and many times no rest at all. Seeing the
good the medicine was doing a friend
who was taking it for Eczema, I commenced it, and as a result the eruption bey
gan to dry up and disappear, and
f am practically a well man. Only two
tiny spots are left on the elbow and shin,
where once the whole body was affected.
I have every confidence in the medicine,
and feel sure that in a short time these
two remaining spots will disappear.
S. S. S. is certainly a great blood purifier, and has done me a world of good
I am grateful for - what it has accomplished, and trust that what I have said
will lead others who are similarly afflicted to take the remedy and obtain the
same good results that I have.
125 East Fifth Ave. John F. Lear.
to-da-

While washes, soaps, salves and powders
relieve temporarily, they do not reach the
real cause of the disease. The blood must
be purified before the cure is permanent.
S.S.S. contains no potash, arsenic or mineral of any description, but is guaranteed
purely vegetable.
Send for our book
on the skin and its
diseases, which is
mailed free. Our

against $1,168,554, the
value of the graphite imported in 1902.
According to statistics' compiled by
EMBALMINf kthe Geological Survey the United
States 'during the last calendar year
produced 34,430 short tons of crude
a At tar
borax, valued at $661,400. The production iin 1902 was 17,404 short tons
Undertaking Parlors
of refined borax, valued at $2,447,614,
The Latest Scientific Methods of Batata
and 2,600 short tons 'of crude borax,
valued at $91,000, a total of 20,004
in Bapleyed. Calls AisweroJ Ires, the Parian Day er Night ar ty D0R0TE0 SENA, Agm short tons, valued at $2,538,614. Of
Oar Parlors Ceastat of a Nicely sad Aapraprlately Fitted Up Suite at Ma. at the refined borax 862 short tons valued
rta Road.
was. $1,207,730,

SCinC

Uacola Arceac, West SUe PUia, SaaU

ft,

'.

New Mexico,

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

without charge
any who write us
abou; their case.
The Swift Speciflo Company, Atlanta, Ga.

$150,000. were boric acid. Had the
valuation in 1903 been taken on the re
fined instead of the crude product, the
figures would have been $2,735,000, in
stead of $661,400.
The amount of borax, borates and
boric acid imported into the United
States' in 1902 was 1,694,251 pounds,
valued at $63,236. In 1903 the amount
imported was 909,251 pounds, valued

& OHTENIE

DUDROW

physicians will
cheerfully advise

at

j

MONUMENTS TO ORDER.

at

LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROH THE TOP
And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go
above them in places, v

Mexican Central Railway

Paso Texa9.

'

'

V

AT THE

NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR
Albuquerque, October
10-1- 5.

Startling

Striking

:

Sensational

Never Before Performed Off the Reservation.

Reduced Rates Via the

will be $2.65

peo- -

pie with our fine

GOAL

O H 23 H O

1'IH

:

wood. Oar wood li the best
be had .4 always at your call- -

FIDE

I'll

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
Depot

V

;

' SASH

DOORO
'
i

AND HAGAN COAL
CEKRILjiOS
of the
Delivered
City.
to.any part
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
Fa

NIAGARA
FALLS

HEW YORK

BOST03
CIA'

Brand
Evaporated
Cream

Hi,

t

boats to XlaftM

teg Owr Ha

Batata.

m. TrMk

Thrtvw

is of uniform quality at all

allow em all sMtosts wla
a WabMb PalM DlnlBg Caw. Iter
TMkt Agaatt or uAiimM
r

tatiM

tafrawtloa laoitro of Omi

rami's,

WANTS
MISCELLANEOUS

ADS

HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone 66.
RENT
Furnished double
FOR
house of 3 rooms each. Apply to Santa
Fe Meat and Live Stock Co.
Two new
cottages, stationary range, bath and
toilet. Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire
Hotel.
FOR

RENT

Trata DCy

ftim-ore-

pearance.

AND

Ofto

fnsa

SM Past Tfcrocji

Ask for the brand with
the"Helvetia"cap label.
Made by the largest pro
ducers of Evaporated
Cream In the world.

HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS.
Home Visitors' excursion tickets
will be, sold to Indiana, Ohio, and Ken
tucky via the santa te ai one iare
plus $2.00 fror the round trip, date3 of
sale September 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th,
and October 11th, return limit, 30 days
from date of sale.
H. S. LUTZ,
Santa Fe, N. M.
A BOY'S WILD RIDE FOR LIFE.
With family around expecting him
to die, and a son riding for life, 18
miles, to get Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and
Colds, W. H. Brown, of Leesville, Ind.,
endured death's agonies from asthma;
but this wonderful medicine gave
relief and soon cured him. He
writes: "I now sleep soundly-ever- y
night". Like marvelous cures of conbronchitis,
sumption, ( pneumonia,
prove its
coughs, colds and grip
matchless merits for all throat and
Guaranteed bottles
lung troubles.

I' I MM

AM

fin and Service VutxciM

seasons, always pure, heavy
In consistence, of delicious
flavor and appetizing ap

.

six-roo- m

FARMING

LANDS OMDSR IRRIGATiOH

SISIED.

These farming lands wltk porpetnal water rights are
wlta
lor sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price ofto land
location.
petnal water rights from 17 to $85 per aero, according
may bo made In ten year installments. Alfalfa, grates, traits
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

now being offorwl
Pay-nen-ts

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.t are the goit
Bald?, where Important mineral
mining districts of Ellsabethtown aod
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on aalocated ground may be
made nnder the mining regulations "of the company, which aro as lav
able to the prospector as the U. ft. government laws.
Near Eaton, N. M., on this grant, are located tao Coal Mines of tfca
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found a
seasons that farming
good wages for any wishing to work during the
done.
prospecting can not bo successfullymatter
apply to
For particulars and advertising

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

and 1.00. Trial bottles ..free at
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
Fischer Drug Company. Santa Fe.
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
RATON. NEW MEXICO
other public and private use. Applj
REDUCED RATES.
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
FOR RENT Elegantly furnished
Race Meeting and Firemen's Tourna rooms. Also, rooms. lor lignt nouse- ment at Las Vegas, October
iteeplng, furnished, good well water,
4 to 6.
good surroundings. Inquire 114 cer
For this occasion the Santa Fe will rillos Street; South Side.
sell tickets to Las Vega3 and return
at a rate of $2.50. Dates of sale Oct.
WANTED For the U. S. army: able
Ri
& Rio Grande, Rio
3, 4, 5 and 6, good for return passage bodied,, unmarried men, between ages
&
until October 7th.
Rio
Grande
of 21 and 35: 'citizens of United States
Fe
and
Grande
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
of good character and temperate hab
Railroads.
,
its, who can srjeak. read and write,
to
information
dour Stomach.
For
apply
English.
THE POPULAR LIMB TO
officer. 159 San Francisco
When the quantity of food taken is
too large or the quality xx rich, sour Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Lead vide,
stomach Is likely to follow, and es
Glenwood Springs, Aspen. Grand Junction, Salt
peclally so if the digestion has been
Notice for Publication.
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena. San F ancisco,
weakened by constipation. Eat slow
,
(Homestead Entry No. 5070.)
Los
Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle Also
ly and not too freely of easily digested
Pbpabtmbkt of th Istebiob,
all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
Reaches
T.nH Offim at Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 9,
food. Masticate the food thoroughly.
li hereby eiven that the
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
Let five hours elapse between meals, 190t. NoticeanttlAi
hfta filprf notice or li ia in
in. support of his
and whefc you feel a fullness and tention to make final proof will
be made beclaim, and that said proof
weight In the region of the stomach fore the register or receiver at Santa Fe.
1904.
21.
vis:
N. M.. on Oct.
Aaapito fortes
after
eating, take Chamberlain's for
19,
the se!i seH. n'4 sek- swH nei, section
He names
Stomach and Liver Tablets and the. township 17 north, range 12 east.
con
his
to
fnllnwlnir
witnesses
prove
tha
To all Mountain Rosorts
sour stomach mav be avoided. For tinuous residence upon and cultivation of
?
sale by all druggists.
said land, vis: Prudencio Gonsales, Julio
Line
W
Passing Through Salt Lake Ciiy Enroato to the Pacific Coast
iilis. . U gyjThe Only
Roibal. Cresenclo Roibnl. of
Jlontano, of Peco, N. M.
Ouadalupe
Roosevelt or Parker.
Mancbi, K. Utebo. Keeister.
li No matter which will be elected, you
The Santa Fe announces a through
can rest assured that you can satisfy
AND
BETWEEN
daily
sleeper from El Paso to St Louis
on.
tne
$on
at
your appetite
i
via Kansas City during the World's
SALT LAKE C1TT
ALAMOSA
OGDEN
Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition Fair period. Connection, for this train
c:jeex
cripple
PORTLAND
LEAOVILLE
and return, 15 day tickets. $40.70; 60 leaves Santa Fe at 9:55 a. m. and one
to the Santa
OLEN WOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
day tickets S48.15; season tickets section has been assigned
GRIND JUNCT'N LOS ANGELES
UZAO.
8. K. Hooper G. P. A F. H. Fe office for the accommodation of pas
sengers from this city.
McBrlde, Agt, Santa P.

mn nnminr nvflTrm

Santa
Southern

y

6rande Western,

,

'

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTP
;

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

WtHarfererythlaK that If

Santa Fe All the Way

;

All Kinds of Building Material. -

Ims ' 35 .Santt

Fe agents.

Economy

-

CHARLES W. DUDROIY,

LUMBER

the line of the Santa 'e, tickets are on sale Tuesday! .Thursdays and Sat
urdays, round trip from Santa Fe, $41.90. For further particulars Gee Santa

follow-nam-

Phone No. 85

.

The climate la

.

ITJiJRlD
CJ&YTAJu COAL
F.
OmOB:
Garfield Avenue, Wear A. T. A 8.

TEJ1T CITY

perfect, the Camp Is healthful, the tents are comfortable, and there is plenty to eat. There are a great many other attractions at Goronado, and along

Denver

X

COADO

Coronado Tent City is the wonder of the Pacific Ccast

.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
That then it some difference

EIE

TO

itti nriTirrn a

Not Luck But Results.
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying: the wants of the

GO

BUFFALO

sale October 9th to 14th inclusive,' good
for return limit until Oct. 17th, 1904.
H. S. Lutz, Agent.

50c.

H S. LUTZ, AGENT SANTA FE.

to the Ocean This Summer

Go West

DETROIT

-

A Special Attraction

"RIGHT UP TO NOW"

The rate from Santa Fe
for the round trip, dates of

the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

NAVAJO INDIAN
FIRE DANCE I

rv

CHICAGO

sell tickets to Albuquerque and return
from all points between Denver ana u.i

Track

Thousand

if:

ST. LOUIS

A FREE RAILROAD RIDE FOR YOU.
t The Earth is a new illustrated
Journal, describing the Great
monthly
Miles of
Two
Southwest. Its publishers generously
All
offer nearly $3,000 worth of free railroad rides for the best photos of southwestern scenes, and the best letters
Address the undersigned for full and reliable Information.
about that region written by residents
thereof.
A. DULOHERY,
WYD. MURDOCK, A. Q. P. A.Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.
Why don't you enter this friendly
City of Mex'co.
contest? Write today to The Earth,
1118 Railway Exchange, Chicago, and
learn full particulars.

Reaches

V

$47,018..

NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR.
10th-15t1904,
Albuquerque, N. M. Oct.
For this occasion the banta le win

Oysters are now at their prime. Call in and try them at the Bon Ton.

With Its

1903.

I was afflicted with Tetter in bad shape
It would appear ia blotches as large as tnj
hand, a yellowish color, and scale off
You can imagine how offensive it was.
For twelve years I was afflicted with thi
trouble. At night it was a case of scratch

n

Is rich in potassium and sodium, which are the essentials of the diet of persons with Rheumatic dispositions. The whole wheat-berr- y
being used, the food becomes a regulator of the
bowels, while the celery acts as a nerve tonic.
V

Palatable

AND
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New Mexican want and nUacollano
ads always bring-- coed results.
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Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."

Season June

18

to September

30, 1904,
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IN OUR BUSINESS CAREER TO PLEASE

OPPORTUNITY
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Never Equalled Before in Santa Fe

SPECIAL SUMMER CLEARING SALE
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Every Article A GREAT BARGAIN
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SUIT YOU'RE LOOipG FOR!

DON'T HISS THIS CHANCE

We're positive IT'S HERE. We've Suits you can'put right on, wear away,
and be proud of your appearance. Our Suits look right and are right in every
way. Handsome in fabric, stylish In cut, faultless in fit, and withal at a reasonable price. It Isn't every store that can match up to these requirements not
"bv a long shot." If vou by your Fall Suit here, you'll get something.

t

.7

must sell our stock of SUMMER GOODS in order to make room
for our NEW FALL AND WNTER STOCK hence

Trousers cut correctly.

-

Oiit of the Ordinary Rut
or Double Breasted
the new Brown Mixtures

We are showing
o
o
wnwr unlla ro

nrl

hnola .

in Single
wall fnrmnrl chnnlHnra nnH

Via

nrtonmolv fnilnroH

and
Every article is Stylish,
Call and ask to see them
Well-Mad- e

SELI

styles

THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODsT

$17.50 or $23.50 Suits for the man with a conservative taste or $25. to $45. for Suit elegance.
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BROTHcS"
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Up-to-D-

xt:a,

P. O. BOX 319

TELEPHONE 36

s

WHOLESALE and RETAIL DRY GOODS.

replanting and to the preservation of
the growing timber. Mr. Willison is
well acquainted with the property, as
in 1881 he was appointed a special surveyor by the United States Surveyor
PERSONAL MENTION
General to examine and make report
as to which of three surveys made before that time, of the boundaries of the
F. E. Dunlavy is here from Estancia
be accepted as the prior
to spend several days with his family, grant should
one. According to Mr. Willisop's tesRoss Griffith, a Cerrillos business
timony given in the present case, Mr.
man, was in the city yesterday and tb- Mcintosh's
interest in the grant
day purchasing supplies.
amounts to less than 800 acres.

I
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n

JEWELRY

IAMONDS
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.

watches, Blocks,

F1L133E JETH8T-

CEXI!!9

silverware, etc.

.3

all kxhm o

L. Bishop,

mnMKs or

Fob Quins,
Neck Chains,
FIHgree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pint.

Bracdottf
"Ftijgne Cm Cmw,

FitigroB

S3tli Side Pivot -

f

Suti Ft

8an Francisco St.

Telephone 26.

S:KaunefeCo

GROCERS

f SATA
n
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PRIMROSE BUTTER;
PRIMROSE!
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-

ht,

BOSS PATENT

and

CRYSTAL PATENT

Flow

$ 60

PATENT

,

5

t"

$.55

50 ft.

The following visitors from this Territory have registered t the New Mexico building at the World's Fair since
the last report:
Santa Fe S, Spitz, Miss Florence
Spitz, Allan Fletcher, Hon, T. B. Cat-

SANITARY

PLUFPIM

R.

etc the y. A. Plclenzie

Hardware
STORE

r

All Work will be sure to please you.

f

;

Mit is

'
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B. Willison, civil engineer

and
surveyor, has returned from Albuquer
que where he has been for a week as
a witness in the suit of William Mcin
tosh versus the Commissioners of the
Chililt Land Grant, in which Mcintosh
claims damages from the commissioners for timber cut upon a portion of
the grant which he claims to be his
private property, by Eugenlo Romero,
saw mill owner and tie contracfor.

The grant contains about

38,000

acres

of which Mr. Mcintosh claims he pwns
acres.
saw mills
3,800
Although
have been on the property for over
thirty years, there is still much good
lumber and tie timber in the moun
tains, although no attention is paid to

tfaeAmg m&skst

t
a-

.

V

v

j.

..

months in' the , Santa Fe, Taos and
Mora ranges, part of the time in company with Vernon Bailey, Chief Field
Naturalist of the United States Biological Survey. Evidences of the existence
of Mountain Sheep were found at an
altitude of 12 COO to 13,000 feet on the
Truchas Peaks. White tail deer, formerly so numerous in that locality, were
very scarce, only one buck, at an altitude of 11,600 feet and a solitary doe
at about 9,000 feet were seen. A recent report informs me that this speYoung Man in the Toils for Robbing cies is again coming In.
Lock Boxes at
I visited Sierra County lasj December and found that antelope were
more numerous than for some years
During the past ten days the post previous.
office authorities at Albuquerque have
Owing to the unusually dry season
been on the lookout for a thief who
passed, our trout streams are in
just
had been tampering with the lock
poor condition, one case, that of
very
boxes in the post office in that city. Cow Creek in the Pecos
Range, formThe thief had been opening the boxes
a beautiful little trout stream, the
erly
and extracting the contents and would stream
having gone completely dry.
then close the boxes again.
Last winter I collected and. sent
Postmaster Hopkins, after a watch Hpn. B. S. Rodey;
Delegate in Congress
of several days, was rewarded on Tues- from this
all available data
Territory,
day last when he caught the thief, a for the purpose of
a bill
introducing
boy. The boy had two to provide the
with a fish '
Territory
letters in his possession, one of which hatchery as a convenient means of
contained a check for $17.50, made
keeping our streams and lakes well
payable to a bill posting firm in Al- and constantly stocked with fish. Mr.
buquerque.
Rodey introduced H. R. No. 5665 for
He had a hearing before U. S. Com- that
purpose and the bill is still pendmissioner H. R. Whiting on Wednes- ing.
'
day and was bound over to the grand
In conclusion I beg to state that,
jury In the sum of $400. He 'furnished while general conditions have greatly
the required bond and was released.
Improved during the' past year, still
The boy's name is Cecilio Montoya, there is
plenty of room for further ImHe does not provement. With absolute
and he" is an orphan.
prohibition
seem to be a depraved lad and cried on Elk,
Antelope and Mountain Sheep,
incessantly- during his preliminary for some years to come, closed seasons
.J
hearing.
on all of our game animals, birds
and fish, and th proper means of rigidly enforcing the law, New Mexico
wOuld soon advertise itself as a sports
men's paradise not excelled by any
other state of territory in the Union.
And with proper license laws, this conCompiled by Weather Bureau Concern' dition could be kept up without any
additional burden upon the general
"Tng October Weather For Past
tax payer.
"
Thirty Years.
-

Dan-zingei- ",

-

Artesia Earl

Cobb.
A. C. Garcia.
Santa Rosa C. W. Carrahan.
Central City T. H. Howell.

Chama

Deming

Arthur

C.

Raithel.

T
AGGE NUMBER
' OF SHEEP SOLD
r,

W. Prosser, of Comstock, Texas,
Is the Purchaser of Over
16,000 Head
I

R. Wv Prosser, of Comstock, Texas,
has 16,000 head of sheep in the stock
which he is preparyards
ing to drive overland to his ranch the
first of the week. Comstock Is one of
the most extensive sheep' growers in
the southwest and as thousands of
sheep on his ranch in the Lone Star
State. ..
of
to
recent
enactment
a
According

-

-

:''

.

"

INTERESTING
STATISTICS

,

The following data covering a period
of thirty years, has been compiled by
the Weather Bureau in this city, for
the month of October: Mean temperature, 51 degrees; the warmest October was that of 1873, with an average
temperature of 55 degrees; the coldest
October was that of 1880, with an average of 46 degrees; the highest October temperature occurred on October 8, 1878, 85 degrees; the coldest
October temperature occurred on
1880, 16 degrees. The earliest date
on which killing frost occurred was
September 25, 1889, but the average
date for the first killing frost is Octo
ber 19. The average date on which
the last killing frost occurred was Ap
ril 15, although the latest date was
May 18, 1878. The average precipitation for the month was 1.03 inches; av
erage number of days with .01 of an
inch of precipitation or more, 5; the
greatest monthly precipitation was
4.19 Inches In 1881; the least monthly
precipitation was "none, in 1878. The
greatest amount of precipitation re
concorded during any twenty-fou- r
secutive hours in .October was 1.26
inches on October 4 and 5,' 1895. The
greatest amount of snowfall recorded
in any consecutive twenty-fol- r
hours,
was 3.5 inches on October 26, 1897.
Average number of clear days, twenty,
partly cloudy days, eight cloudy days,
three.; The prevailing winds have
been from the southeast.. The average
hourly velocity was 6.2 miles and the
Oc-1-

TORCHLIGHT PARADES.
By all means let us have torchlight

parades during the presidential campaign this fall. They are pretty to
look at even if they don't win votes.
Those fine oysters at the Bon Ton are
not only pretty to look at, but nice to
eat. Call in and try them.
"

Great for Kidneys.
.Weak back, tired feeling, mental depression, sleeplessness, headache and
other symptoms are quickly cured by
the use of Palmo Tablets.
They act
directly ,on the kidneys and nervous
system, and make you look and feel
yeass younger. 60 cents. Book Free.
At Ireland's Pharmacy.

F(iss. A. Pngler.
Keeps foil line of Wash Embroidery Silks, Pattenberg
Braids, Thread, etc., etc .
Knitting an Crocheting
Snawls ana variona pretty
Articles.

Wool for

,

the Territorial legislatures
sheep
the spread of contagious diseases, before they are allowed to be taken from
the Territory. In compliance with this
requirement Mr. Prosser is compelled
to remain in Carlsbad until the dipping
can be done. As the sheep were heavy
with wool, he deemed Jt best to have

.sshi-

j

-

Gil-lun-

uTW7lZ.
the southwest,
on

from
1892.-
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The Japs are getting the best of the
Russians because they are fed on the Ceuli
ataid.
king of sea foods oysters which ca,n
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be had a the Bon Ton.
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Continued From First Page.

fifteen-year-ol- d

Brown, L. J. Kelly, Charles Schultz,
Miss Mary Holt, J. H. Clarkson, Miss
Dora Kittinger.
Las Vegas Mrs. W. J. Lucas, L. T.
Laidley, R. O. White, Mrs. I. Tarking- ton, Mr, and Mrs. H. Givens, F. J. Eas-leMrs. B.
Miss Virginia Easley,
"
Miss- Jessie Danzinger,- - Miss
Edith Kingsley, Miss Grace' Kingsley,
Miss Nellie Scanlon. J. H. Fox.
Raton Palmer McAbee, Mr. and
Mrs. Bronilett, Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Rensberg and family, Mrs. E. J.
Guy Thomas, Ray Thomas, Mrs.
W. M. Taylor, Miss Florence E. Scan-toMathew Scanton, J. S. Howells,
Miss Ella Blackwell.
Socorro Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Mc
;
Millan.
W. J. Mack, Mrs. M
Albuquerque
Leekley, Miss Gertrude Leekley, Wi!
bur ,G. Leekley, Horace Hollingsbury,
Charles Nichols, Jacob Riggles, Mr,
W. Strong.
and Mrs.-Silver City S. E. Pollock, S. W.
Kiner, E. R. Cosgrave, E. B. Morman,
Mrs. O. D. Warren, E. L. Marteze.
Clayton Mr. and Mrs. W. J Eaton,
Miss Madge Charston, Mrs. D. Chars
ton.
Las Cruces M. Freudenthal:!
San Marcial Jacob Crawforp.
Folsom Mrs. R. B. Drew, Miss Mar
garet Drew. '

For First Class

is

GAME WARDEN

,

S.

who has
Mrs. Dorothy B. Moore3,
spent the summer on the HiCkox
Ranch, at Tesuque, left oh last even
ing's train for San Diego, California;
where sTie will spend the next few
.
weeks.
John K. Stauffef, money order and
Try a Jar of
registry clerk at the pdst office, will
return home on tonight's Santa Fe
FBOITUTE OB
'Train No. 1, from a five weeks' visit to
BISHOP'S
his. Old home in Pennsylvania and to
POUJiTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
friends in New Jersey,
VEGETABLES DAILY
Roy W. Scott was the only passen
ger brought In from Rowe this afternoon.
He was transferred to the
at Rowe and says that, a
train
Lamy
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest
transfer of one half mile must be madeodor-pro- of
to get around the washout.
Creamery in the world. Sealed in air-tigMilo Hill has returned from Bland
.
.
.
.
packages
where he has been the past few weeks
doi-i- .
assessment work on his mining
claims and claims belonging to Rev,
George S. Madden and W. M. H. Wood
ward. Mr. Hill has taken a position
with the H. B. Cartwright wholesale
house.
for 501b. Sack
Mrs. W. H. Halm, of Albuquerque
J.
BOSS PATENT : :
arrived
here Wednesday from a six
:
for
Sack
CRYSTAL
weeks trip east, en route to her home at
Albuquerque and is the guest of her
daughter, Itfrs. F. J. Nuding, on Palace
For the Colorado and New Mexico Fair, at Durango, Colo., Seut. 28th, 29th Avenue. Mr. Hahn who came home
and 30th, the Denver & Rio Grande will sell round trip tickets from Santa with his wife at the same time, went on
Fe for $13.15, final return limit Oct. 3d. For further information apply to to Albuquerque and reached there Wed
B. W. Robbing, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
nesday night.
E. P. Thompson returned to the city
last night on the Santa Fe Central
train after inspecting certain lumber
property in which he is interested in
the vicinity of Estancia. Mr. Thomp
son reported all the way from six inch'
es to a foot of water running over the
tracks at. Clark Station, just six miles
below Kennedy, which extended for
100 yards. At Willard the north bound
train had just passed a bad piece of
track when it washed out and the south
bound train was delayed several hours
before it was able to cross.

FE

Visitors From This Territory Are Very
Much in Evidence at'c
St. Louis.

ron.

vania.

REPORT OF

P0ST0FFICE
NEW MEXICANS
THIEF ARRESTED
AT WORLD'S FAIR

Mrs. W. Hayes Moore and children
Roswell Palmer Bradley, Miss Josare expected to arrive in Santa Fe on ephine Chisum, Mrs. Robert Bradley,
tonight's belated Train No. 1, after W. J. Chisum, Mis3 Elsie M. Sherman,
spending the summer months with rel George W. Smith, E. M. Gazine, Miss
atives in New Jersey and Pennsyl Nora Shields, Alonzo Shields, Mrs. A.

Headquarters For

6IFE

5

Carl Bishop, son of Mr. and Mrs.
returned on Wednesday ev
ening from a visit to relatives in Con
necticut,
J. Korber and Herman Blueher, who
have been on a visit to the World's
Fair, have returned to their homes in
Albuquerque.
E. L. Medler, of Albuquerque, as
sistant U. S. district attorney, arrived
from the, south yesterday, and attend
ed to legal Business nere toaay.
J. W. Orchard, who is in charge of
the construction work on the ' Albu
querque Eastern Railway, spent the
day in the city on business at head

-

ragre

ft

-

them sheared first and this caused a
delay of several, days.
A Territorial gfivernment sheep inspector will be in Carlsbad to superintend the dipping on Monday of next
week. The sheep will then be taken
to the Prosser ranch, near Comstock!
In speaking of the ranges, Mr. Prosser said that the rains of the past few
days have practically assured fall and
winter grass and that sheep in the var
ious sections which he had recently I
visited were, in fine condition.
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.

-
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SANTA pE CENTRAL
INTO SAN JUAN
Work on the Proposed Extension
This Road to That County
Will Soon Commence.
h

of

.:

tions. This: road must be a success
to the investors and, on the other hand
what it means for the San Juan country is something that cannot be estimated.
It is said that other companies see
the necessity of being the first to enter this field. This has probably been
anticipated by the Santa Fe Central.
Senator Andrews is now in Pittsburg
on business connected with this Durango extension. He will leave there
on his return tomorrow, reaching this
city on Wednesday next. For the next
five week3 he will devote every day of
his time to campaign work and will
visit every section of the 'Territory.

Word received from the northwestern portion of the Territory states
that the San Juan country has been
blessed with bountiful rains and that
the stock range;- - fields, and crops are
in far better condition than for many
years past. The Animas anoVSah Juan
are carrying huge volumes of water,
to jrrigate
sufficient in themselves
hundreds of thousands of acres.
With all these advantages and op- ji
niTU
portunities for productive farming
fillHUn
many portions of the country remain
unfilled because of the lack of irrigation systems and railway' facilities.
Mrs. Hersey's dancing class will
Certain sections, which would com- meet tonight at Adams' Hall.
pose the best farming lands in the
Wanted A girl to do general houseTerritory, now lie vacant because of work. Apply at the New Mexican
the cost to the farmer for marketing office.
his products.
The only mail that arrived since yesSan Juan ounty has the natural
afternoon was a pouch with three
terday
demand
more
requisites to make it in
from
lettars
Laray.,
than any other section of the country
Edward L. Bartlett
General
Solicitor
means
a
railroad
of
and the building
eold and is cona
bad
from
is
suffering
not only the opening up of undeveloped portions but the rapid advance in fined to his residence.
The local Postal telegraph office was
prices of the land of those who have
labored there for years. Present price3 unable to do any business today, it
are cheap, very cheap, and many in- wires north and south being in bad
vestors are going into the country be- shape.
cause of the now probable building of JLa. Tertulia Idiomatlca will have a
a Durango extension by the Santa FeJ
regular meeting at the home of Miss
Central Railway.
Manderfield tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
The valley is noted for its remark- o'clock.
it having
able fruit productiveness,
The rainfall during the present month,
been estimated that shipments this
broken all previous records for the
has
season will amount to 20,000000
o September since the local weamonth
A
visit through the orchards
pounds.
has been established.
bureau
at this time shows the farmers busily ther
branch train was ordered
The
Lamy
from
in
engaged
gathering the wealth
the overloaded branches, which is sent I from Lamy to Rowe today where pas
to the cities- and towns accessible in sengers for Santa Fe on trains Nos. 1
the Colorado mining region to the and 7 were transferred around the
north.
washout.
Most of this fruit is hauled at least
Justice of the Peace Henry Pacheco
sixty miles to the nearest railroad and of precinct 18 is rapidly recovering from
alarge quantity often spoils because his recent illness and operations perof the inability of,the farmer who formed
upon him and will be able to replanted the trees to reach a connect- - sume work In a few days.
",ing point with the outside world.1
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
It is understood that as soon as the will hold their
regular weekly meeting
Albuquerque Eastern is well under this evening at their hall on San FranAnconstruction that Senator W. H.
Odd Fellows
cisco Street. All
drews is consulting with eastern capi- are invited to be visiting
present.
tal to begin the construction of the
A detachment of convicts numbering
Durango extension of the Santa Fe
"Central Railway. Any student of rail- 25 was at work this afternoon, on the
way affairs must know that such an approaches to the Don Gaspar Avenue
adjunct to the present lines of the San- --Stone bridge and much work was done
ta Fe Central Is absolutelysecessary by them in the water, the men working
'
in order that the system may be com- hard and
willingly.
plete. It is not generally known by
Sparks Street is now a portion of the
many that in the office of this railway
bed. What it will cost the city to
river
are
the
complete surveys
company
explace this street on its former level is
showing the course of the proposed
tension as surveyed by the company's not at the present time known. The
lack of breakwaters was responsible for
engineers.
ihe loss of this thoroughfare.
diThis proposed extension passes
the
those
of
The Western Union wires north and
portions
through
rectly
San Juan country which in the past south along the line of the Santa Fe
have been seriously handicapped by Railway were interrupted all day and
their remoteness from transportation no press reports were received over
facilities. In but a few sections do ap- them. The wire
along the Denver and
ples, peaTS, peache3, cherries, plums, Rio Grande Railroad worked to some
apricots and small fruits gow in such extent
part of the day.
abundance.
Vegetable life of every
cleared
alfalIt
and
wheat
and
corn,
nicely this forenoon and
description
fa are also produced with less labor the weather bureau predicts fair and
and care tlian is common in other sec warmer weather for tonight and to- -

uikinn

V

mninn

UNI lUNbd
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morrow.

.The maximum temperature
62 degree?,
the minidegrees, a range of only 11
The relative humidity was

yesterday was
mum
90

51

Do yotf want to bay

"TOILET SETS?

per cent, the highest thus far this

The precipitation was 2.30
year.
inches, also a record breaker, the en-

Wehave 20 patterns to

tire precipitation for the twenty-fouhours ending at four o'clock this mornr
ing having been 21 inches, the highest on record in September for any
hours
twenty-fou- r
during the past
thirty years.
The river cut Itself a new channel a
several points. Near the Canon Street
bridge It cut across the alfalfa field of
r

Miguel Rodriguez and Upper Palace
Avenue and at the residence of A. B
Renehau, it washed out a reservoir anu
cut itself a new channel across land
belonging to Mr. Renehan.
Work on the Scenic Route Road between Santa Fe and Las Vegas across
the Pecos Range is progressing satisfactorily despite the recent heavy rains.
On the Santa Fe side on the Macho Mesa
31 convicts are at work and on the Las
Vegas side in the Gallinas Canon there
are 23 doing construction work.
Enough water has gone to waste In
the Santa Fe river during the last forty-eighours to fill reservoirs and to furnish a supply for the complete annual
thousand or
Irrigation of twenty-fiv- e
more acres of land in the Santa Fe
Valley. Circumstances like these may
be considered irreparable losses.
The spillway of the large reservoir of
the Santa Fe Water & Light Company,
the capacity of which was greatly enlarged this spring, was not large enough
to carry all the flood waters and about
one half of them jjoured into the reservoir. As a consequence, the city
water will have the color and consistency of chocolate for a few days.
Workmen' today commenced tearing
down the building owned by Luis M.
Ortiz, on San Francisco Street, abuting
on property that it Is proposed to use in
the extension of Galisteo Street north to
Palace Avenue, preparatory to erecting
a substantial brick building on this lot.
The erection of this building will make
the proposed extension of Galisteo Street
more difficult.
A telegram received today by Agent
H. S. Lutz of the Santa Fe announced
that Mrs. II. J. Bishop, wife of the
cashier at the Santa Fe depot here, died
yesterday at LInesville, Ohio. Deceased
had been a sufferer for sometime from
bronchial and other affections. After
the funeral, Mr. Bishop expects to return here and resume his duties in the
Santa Fe Railway office.
Assistant Supetlntendent Garrett, in
answer to an inquiry, said this morning
that work on the burning of another
kiln of brick at the penitentiary was
progressing favorably and that the brick
therein would be ready for delivery In
about two weeks. Enough paving bricks
are on hand for the pavements on the
front and sides of the Governor's Palace,
and for the several brick crossings on
the Plaza on San Francisco Street and
Don Gaspar Avenue. Bricks for these
are being delivered right along by the
ht

Prices

selectf torn

$3.75 to

tanging from

$9.50.
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Look at them.

Refrigerators,
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'ce Cream Freezers
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Attractive Offerings in Furniture! New Goods. New Prices.
Cash or Installments.

'

Best Blade.

Gnns and Aminuuitlon

construction of crossings, especially
around the Plaza, on San Francisco
Street arid on Don Gaspar Avenue are
indulged in. . The best interests of the
city demand that the individual opinion of property owners, where and
how they should Construct sidewalks
prescribed by city ordinances should
not be taken into account, but should
be absolutely ignored. The good of
the whole community is of much more
consequence than the unwillingness
and tardiness of property owners. As
to street crossings, the city administration, is responsible and should set
the good example.
Because of the storm yesterday and
last night the wires' of the Western
Union were not working today and as
a result the New Mexican was unable
to get any Associated Press reports of
any kind. The Postal Telegraph also
with outside
had no' communication
points, so nothing in the way of special
dispatches regarding the damage of
the storm in other sections of the Territory could be received. By tomorrow it is expected that both lines will
be working and the Associated Press
report will be received in full.

FREE LUNCH.
knows, says
penitentiary authorities.
that there is no meal so expensive as a
A deputy game warden is now on the free lunch. The best meals in the city
ground in Taos County looking into a can be had at the Bon Ton for 25 cents.
case where a number of deer are being
held out of season. Fifteen arrests are
MARKET REPORT.
anticipated in a few days as a result
of the work now being done. Page B.
MONEY AND METAL.
Otero, Territorial game warden, .has
received information which was sufNew York, Sept. 30. Monev on call,
2 per cent. Prime merficiently reliable to warrant a deputy firm, 1
5 per cent. Sliver
About 300 passengers were ontrains cantile paper 44
Nos 1 and J of last, night on the Santa 57.
New Fork, September 30 Lead and
,
We handle .the Leading Brands of
Fe Railway, which are still at Rowe, copper steady
and unchanged.
'
KENTUCKY BOURBONS
being unable to move either backward
GKAIN.
or forward on account of washouts.
30. Close, W heat,
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
September
Chicago,
Unless the line between Las Vegas
Dec. 111.
Sept.
110;
Goods bought in bond, purity guaranteed.
can
be temporarily repaired
and Rowe
;Dac. 51.
Corn, Sept. 53
by tonight, the passengers will be
30; Dec.
Uats,
sept.
IMPORTED
WINES.
CALIFORNIA
PURE
transferred to the Lamy branch and
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
TOBACCOS
DOMESTIC CIGARS
brought to Santa Fe. grains Nos. 1
Pork,
Sept. 811.40; Oct. $11.40.
and 7 of tonight are to be kept at RaLard, SepK' 87.55; Oct. 87.52.
' Our Club RooihB are Large, Comfortable and Airy.
ton, as the worst washouts occurred in
Ribs, Sept. $7.72 ; Oct.J7.73M-WOOthe vicinity of Watrous.
MARKET.
,C& TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
Word was received here this afterSt. Louis, Mo., September 30 Wool,
noon that the washouts between here Is steady and unchanged.
a
Francisco St.
& Telephone Jfo. 94
324
and Albuquerque are not as serious as
Territory and western medium, 21 10
13; fine,
was first reported and that trains will 22 fine medium. 17
16.
likely be running to the Duke City
STOCK MARKETS.
from this place in two or three days.
The most serious washout is reported
New York, Sept. 30. Atchison 82 X
to be in
Canon,- twenty miles pfd., 100X; New York Central, 127;
north of Las Vegas and this may de- Pennsylvania, i3i$; aoumern raciuc,
u.
Union Pactnc, 101; pia.,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
lay railroad traffic north of Las Ve- 56;
S. Steel, 17,'; pfd., 71.
gas several days, probably five or six
or longer. The washout occurred last
If you wish to make quick sales you
night and was evidently brought about will have to advertise your wares.
by the rains which fell and which were
a part of the general rain storm which
Our stock Is the largest in the city and we are
A FATAL ERROR.
passed over a belt of 150 miles wide
:
and wider through central New Mexico
adding goods every day.
A man steps into your 'office, draws up
J .
going northeast.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
his chair, and talks right into your face.
After you have visited other stores and odtained ',
The recent rains have demontrated His breath is offensive. Your only thought is
T' more than ever the great necessity of how to get rid of hm and his business. You
prices, call on us ond get our
vitrified brick crossings and pave- cut him short with, " I am not interested."
ments on the uptown business streets
We are here to stay. We are not closing out and residence avenues of this city.
stock, but increasing it every day". This is the The city administration" should profit
oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe. by the lesson just received from the Is essential to one whose breath is not pure
weather clerk and should insist upon
O. BOX 340 We like the business and you will always find us at the prompt and strict compliance with and sweet. Penetrating the ljttle crevices,
to
the OLD STAND ready please you. v
city ordinances directing the construc it deodorizes, sweetens and purifies them,
and
Mexican
and
Blankets,
als
Curios,
tion of brick sidewalks, and for itself and makes you feel genteel and clean-cIndian
Pottery
The best nldce to buy
!
3 FORMS: LIQUID. POWDER PASTE.
Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Befutiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 34e I should see to it that no delay in the

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
'
San Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

niT
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FLOWERS A SPECIALTY

if

DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No. la
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O. Box 457

DUCK PINS

A man, who probably

THE CLUB

Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!
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look
growing in popularity. They
well, they eook well, thoy bake wel!.-thelast well. That is why there ars
so many in use everyone recommends,
another.

We have fast received a car load of

fNcw Furniture
And wUl be pleased to show you through our establishment.
s?
& Goods sold on easy payments
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a
troublesome, cumbersome,
Cook Stoves the kind that gots rod hoj
all over you ian end all her kitobe-troubles by buy ing her a 'tQuick Jicil
Stoel "Range is pi
h'Quiek 5Ie."J"Asbestos
that ai
thickly lined vuhiriside
the Range tv
the heat is kept
ct
bake and cook the meals, instead
way it save 3
cooking the Cook. la that
fuel and it also saves and weeter.J.

Indian and qexican Cunos

SOZODONT

'

acuity you owo your wife.
Is this Your Wife? mhidyoaof
v
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-
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office.

:
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, September 30, 1 904.
PROCLAMATION.

SO

cio Garcia, Eulogio Sandoval, Tiburcio

the Board of County Commis- Montoya, at School House at Lamy;,
Precinct No. 13, Glorieta. Vidal
sioners, Santa Fe N. M., September
:.'
Juan Barela, Antonio Sandoval y
9th, 1904.
An election of the qualified voters of Griego, at the School House.
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo. Jose
the County of Santa Fe, Territory, of
New Mexico, is hereby called to be Chaves, Jose Ines, Martinez y Trujillo,
held at the several voting precincts of Pantalion Jaramillo, at School House.
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz. Epithe. said County of Santa Fe, as established by the said Board, on Tues- menio Maestas, Jose Ygnacio Madril,
day, November 8th, 1904, for the pur- Reyes Naranjo, at School House.
pose of voting for the following offiprecinct N .17, Santa Fe. Patro-cinicials,' towit:
Lopez, Jose Maria Garcia, Antonio
One delegate to the 59th Congress.
Windsor, at Justice of the Peace.
Precinct No. 18, Santa Fe Roberto
One member of the Council of the
Johnson, Meliton Castillo, and Juan
36th Legislative Assembly.
Two members of the House of Rep- Cisneros, at the House of David Gonresentatives of the 36th Legislative zales.
' Precinct No. 19, Madrid E. A. TurAssembly.
One County Commissioner, 1st 'Dis ner, George Partridge, Camilo
at School House.
trict,' for term of two. years.
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro. F. C.
One County Commissioner, 3d Dis
Buel, Dan Jones, Rafael Lopez, at the
trict, for the term of four years.

Office of

USE THE SHORTjLINE
l
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i

o

In connection with the

.

rock;island system
FOLks- T-

SOOTHING.

Its Influence Has Been Felt By So
Many Santa Fe Readers.
The soothing influence of relief
After suffering from Itching Piles,
From Eczema or any itchiness of
die skin,
Makes one feel grateful to the remedy.
Doan's Ointment has soothed hundreds.
Here's what one Santa Fe citizen
says:
y
C. M. Conktm
clerk, of San
ex-cit-
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Francisco street says: "There came
to my notice sometime ago a case of

BUREAU OF
hemorrhoids, commonly called piles. INFORMATIONTHE
WORLD'S FAIR.
were
of
the bleeding protruding
They
A St. Louis World's fair information
TO VISIT THE HOME
Doan's
and
itched
intensely.
variety
Quin-tanbureau has been established at 8id
Ointment came to the notice of ' the Seventeenth
street, Denver, in charga
party afflicted and was procured at o Phil P. Hiilchcock where inform
Rate One Fare Plus 82.00 for the Round Trip. Tickets-osale Sep.
Ireland's Pharmacy and a course of won win De ca
eerrui.y iumisned.
tember Gtb, 13th, 20th, 27th and October 11th, limited for return
the treatment given. The first appliSchool House.
One Sheriff.
of Ten days allowed at St.
a continuance of its
cation
soothed
and
Thirty days from date of sale. A Stop-ove- r
Precinct No. 22, Ortiz. Jacintp
One Probate Judge. .
It will paj you to advertise. Try it
Louis to visit the World's Fair.
tse for some time longer radically
Re
One Probate Clerk and
Miguel Herrera, Rafael Ortiz, at
usposed of that far too prevalent
Rates apply to all points in Indiana, to Sandusky, Columbu?, Wash'
the School House, District No. 15.
corder.
80CIETIES.
plague."
Cincinnati
and
West
Court
House,
thereof
Wilmington,
ARTHUR
points
ington
SELIGMAN,
Col
One Treasurer and
50 cts.
Price
For
sale
dealers.
all
by
in Ohio, to Louisville, Hawesville, Powers, Lewisporte and Owensboro,
Chairman pro tern Board of County Foster Mllburn
lector.
.'
v
Masonic.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Commissioners.
One Assessor.
Kentucky.
for the United States. Remem-V- r
agents
Attest:
One Superintendent of Schools.
You always get the lowest rates, quickest timeshort est lines and
iirrtXTrPTurrmur a t rxrsnw
the name, Doan's, and take no
CELSO LOPEZ, Clerk.
One Surveyor.
best meals via this route.
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Polls in the various precincts shall
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Regular communlcs
The Wabash Railroad has just isbe open from 9 o'clock a. m. until
tion first Monday la
Ask your nearest ticket agent or call on or address:
o'clock p. m.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protrud- sued a handsome illustrated World's
each month at Masonls
Said election to be held in conform ing Piles. Your druggist will refund Fair pamphlet containing a three color
T. H. HEALY,
AN. BROWN, G. P.
Hall'at 7:30 p. m.
of
to
St.
and
Louis
OINTMENA
the
fair
PAZO
fails
map
if
grounds
ity to the laws of New Mexico, now money
S. SPITZ. W. M.
Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas,
nd half tone views of the principal
cure you in 6 to 14 days.: 50c.
established.
'CRICHTON,
F.
A
P.
free
Secretary.
buildings.
upon
request,
copy
of
Board
Witness the seal of the
P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D., Denver,
When troubled with constipation
County Commissioners of the County
SANTA FB CHAPTBH,
Colorado.
of Santa Fe, and the Territory of New try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
Mexico, and the hand of it3 chairman Tablets. They are easy to take and
Cough Remedy
convocation second MonNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
I have sold Chamberlain's Cough
and clerk, this 9th day of September, produce no griping or other unpleasant
day in each month at Ma
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
A. D. 1904.
effect For eale by all druggists.
Remedy for more than twenty, years
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m,
been
and
have
has
I
The
entire
it
satisfaction.
appoined
following
given
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
have sold a pile of it and can recom
members of the Boards of Registra
Publication.
for
ARTHTjR
Notioj
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
mend it highly. Joseph McElhiney,
tion and the registration will be held
(Homestead Entry No. 7610.)
at the following places:
Linton, Idwa. You will find this remDepartment of thb Interior,
SANTA FB OOMMANDTO1
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Cof.anrl Offirtn at Santa Fe. N. M.. Aue. 27. 1904 dy a good friend when, troubled with a
of Registration.
Judges
No. 1, K. T. Regular eoa
and
New
Notice is hereby given that the following
lleges.
buildings, ajl furnishings
equipments modern and
Precinct No. 1, Pojoaque Deluvino named
?lave fourth Monday in each
settler has filed notice or bis intention cough or cold. It 8lways affords quick
steam-heateall conveniences. '''
baths, watsr-workproof in support of his claim, relief and is pleasant to take. For
Romero, Tranquilino Roybal, Manuel to make final
month at Masonic Hall f
and that said proof will be made. before the
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $200 per session. Session Is
Roybal y Lopez, at the School House; Kegister or Keceiver
at aanta r et a. jm., on sale by all druggists
7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
;
M.
Shields
ll.1
viz:
OotoUer
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
190.
Harvey
District No. 1.
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
19 north,
7, township
section
ne
the
tor
ROSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Precinct No. 2, Tesuque. Manuel ranee 3 east. He names the followinsr witnes
to prove his continuous residence upon
I
Romero y Dominquez, Agapito Griego, ses
K. OF P.
and cultivation of said land, viz: Hugh
REGENTS-Nath- an
James A. Smith,
Tomas Griego, at the School House.
Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J, C. Lea
Murray. Leonard Winhoefnr,
of Perea. N M.
s
"
Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe. Julian J. M, Shields all ttianuei
and E. A. Cahoon
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
n.utero,
I
Man
and
Telesforo
Rivera
Provencio,
For particulars addressW.
COL. J.
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evWILLSON, Sunt. "'
uel Baca y Campos, at house of Nica-uoEmergency Medicines.
ery
Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
It is a great convenience to have at
Baca.
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe Seferino hand reliable remedies for use m
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting.
Juan J. Ortiz, Vicente Garcia, at cases of accident and for sMght injurBaca,
Knights given a cordial welcome., .
''
kinds
The
of
all
for
sale
office.
New
at
blanks
Mexican
Legal
f'
ies and ailments. A good liniment and
office of Patricio Lticero.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. Cv
Musicians
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, K R. S.
Precinct No. 5, Agua Fria. Benito one that is becoming a favorite if not Read What Accomplished
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
Romero, Juan Lopez, Manuel Ortiz, at a household necessity is Chamberlain's
Pain Balm. By applying it promptly
School House,. District No. 5.
Padil- to a cut, bruise or burn it allays the
"Equal if not superior to any InstruI. O. O. F.
Precinct No. 6, Cienega.-Jos- e
I have had occasion to use,"
ment
in
the
and
to
causes
heal
at
the
Rael,
pain
Martin
la,
injury
Apolonlo
Baca,
'I'hesQ Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly test;
about
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. .
the tim j usually re- Barron Berthold.
house of Bonifacio Narvaiz.
"Shows such tup priority of work- - Meets
located la the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to
E.
F.
is an anticeptic it
as
and
it
Cerrillos.
No.
7,
quired,
Precinct
every Friday evening In Odi
anship and finish as must make Fellows Hall, San SYancisco street
miles west in the following diseases: Paralysis. Jones, Joe Vergolio, Ciriaco Rael, at prevents any danger of blood poison
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
them welcome to any household."
ing. When pain Balm is kept at hand
office of A. L. Kendall.
Visiting brothers welcome.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
Leonora Jackson.
,.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. .
inflamaa
Consumption,
Neuralgia,.
before
Francisco
be
treated
No.
Galisteo.
may
8,
sprain
Precinct
Bar-anca
"Grand
resona in tone and
Fe, and about twelve mile3 from
,
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec- Leyba, Juan N; Sandoval, Juan Jose tion sets in, which insures a quick re- sweet and tender " Mathil-d- j
Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
overy. For sale by all druggists.
School House.
at
Silva,
Bauermeister.
Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board
B. P. O. ELKS.
Precinct No. 9, San Ildefonso.
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of your,
daily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $14 Tomas Roybal, Antonio Medina, Fla- Notice for Publication.
pianos, they seem to be unsurpass- SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.ft
The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets vio
(Homestead Entry No 5370.)
Valencia,, at School House, District
able." R. Watkin Mills.
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
Holds its regular session on the
Dkpartmsnt of the Inthuior.
No. 9.
"I find your planes Tonderfully symcarbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate train upon request. This resort is at.and Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Sent. 24. 1901.
second and fourth Wednesdays of
No. 11, Golden. Nick Mon-toyPrecinct
for
voice."
the
Notioe is hereby given that ihe following pathetic
acccwanyiiig
each month. Visiting brothers are 1
very dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons, and is open all
A. J.
John Hart, at, named settler has tiled notice of his intention
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
to make hnal Droof in snnnort of his claim
round. There is now a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente School House. Stewart,
and welcome.
vited
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
and that said proof will be made before the
hotel for the' convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
or receiver at banta Fe, JM. jvi.. on me. I consider them second to none."
Precinct No. 12, Canoncito. Bacflio register
Nov. 3,
viz : Guadalupe Montano for the
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 i. m. the same
David Frangcon Davies.
Perea, Jose Tudesque,' Juan Gonzales Lots It 2, a and, section BO, township 1 north
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for found trip from Santa
12
He
names
east.
wit
the
following
range
ex"I
House
of
School
at
think
it
at
the
fullest
Lamy.
y Roybal,
capabl
nesses to prove his continuous residence
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further
Precinct No. 13, Glorieta. Vldal 01- - upon cultivation of said land, viz: Pedro pression of musical thought." Ellen
in
world.
the
of
The
Honifacio
address
Faustin
"
efficacy
Ortiz,
Springs
Sandoval, ricach Yaw.
Kibfra,
particulars,
ivas, Juan Barela, Benancio Valdez, at Manuel
Sandoval, alll of Pecos. N. M
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, L O. R. M.
"I my opinion they rank among th
Mm-eK. Otbro, Kesister.
Juan Barelas house.'
meets
every Thursday eve at Odi
very best pianos of the day." Emile
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo. Victor
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Vlsitinf
Sauret.
Maria
Jesus
Victoriano
Cruz,
BUCKLEN'S ARNICA SALVE.
OJo Caliente. Taos County. N. M Ortega,
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of chiefs cordially invited.
Has world-wid- e
Montoya, at the School House,
fame ror marvelous
C. L. BIShOP, Sacheu.
Precinct No. 15, . Santa Cvuz. Bias cures, it surpasses any other salve, tone and a most sympathetic touiih." A. P.
Chief of Records.
HOGLE,
Lucia.
de
Fernando
Rafael lotion, ointment or balm for cuts, cores
S. Valdes, Gregorio Herrera,
"I was perfectly charmed with Its
House.
School
at
Maestas,
aXHCOBPOBATEl
burns, boils, sores, felons, ulcers, tetof to-- e
nd delightful touch. SANTA FE LODGE .NO.
Precinct No. 17, Santa Fe. Marcos ter, salt rheum,, fever sores, chapped beauty
.259, FRAFrancis
'ilitsen.
TERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Castillo, Ambrocio Ortiz, John L. Zim- hands, skin eruptions; infallable for
tone
as
Is
sweet
"Their
as
well
reson
merman, at office of Justice of the piles. Cure guaranteed. Only 25c at ant Are
Regular meetings fire and third
remarkably adapted for ac
Peace.
Fischer Drug Company, Santa Fe.
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
voice."
Clementine
the
companying
Precinct No. 18, Santa Fe. Ramon
p. m., Knights
Pythias Hall, Don
de Vere Sapio.
Avenue.
Lobato, and Acenclon Rael, Liberato
Visiting f raters '
Gaspar
Tour
sweetness
and
pianos
embody
I
Notice for Publication.
S.
welcome.
Baca, at Board of Trad'e Room.
J.
CANDELARIO,
ot
richness
tone,
splendid carrying
(Homestead Entry No. 8312.)
Precinct No, 19, Madrid. Gus Olson,
Fraternal Master.
power and excellent action." Rosa P. J. MARTIN,
Department of the Intbbiob,
'
' H.
at
Floor
W.
and
Simon
Potatoes
John
Sullivan,
Davis,
Grain,
S. LUTZ,
Stationery,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Sept. 6. 1904. Olitzka.
Secretary,
Notice is hereby triven that the following
School House.
THE
& CLARK PIANO CO.
STORY
Treasurer.
named
has
filed
notice
his
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
settler
of
intention
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro. F. C. to make a final proof in support of his claim,
Employ only expert workmen and no
Buel, John Stronquist, Jose Blake, at a"a mat saia prooi win De maae Detore. tne piece work or contract work Is done
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
register or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
the School House.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVK1 MAIL ORDERS.
Oct. 19th, 1904, viz: Rumaldo Sandobal for the In their factories.
e;-14
27,
section
de
n'
Ortiz.
Jose
Je
No.
se!4,
22,
Precinct
ne, j
township
north,
They have won renown on two con
range 9 east. He names the folio wimc witnesses
su3 Ortiz, Epimenio 'Romero, Ellseo to prove his continuous residence upon and tinents for. excellence and beauty of
SANTA FE, N. M i
ot said land, viz : Demetrio Quin their Instruments.
Ortiz, at the School House, District cultivation
Santa Fe Filiiree and
tana, Carlos Sanchez. J nan Madril, J uan Or
,
No. 15.":",
Prices and terms most liberal.
tea an oi uaiisteo, ss. m.
Call on the General Agent for New
Judges of Election.
Fearful Odds Against Him.
MeXlCO,,-The following have been appointed
;:; ;,,,'.
Jewelry Mainfactarai Co.
Bedridden, alone and destitute. Such
judges of election and election will be
in brief was the condition of an old
held at the following places:
i
Precinct No. 1, Pojoaque. Juan C, soldier by name of J. J. Havens, Ver
8anta Fe, N. M.
Romero, Serafin Quihtana. Juan Tru sailles, O. For years he was troubled Who will show you the Story and
jillo y Garcia, at School House, Dis with kidney disease and neither doc Clark Pianos In the several styles and
tors nor medicines gave him relief. At finish Mahogany. Hunnarlan. Walnut
trict No. 1.
.
Precinct No. 2, Tesuque. Romualdo length he tried Electric Bitters. It and Golden Oak. :
Roybal, Ramon Jimenez, Miguel Abey put him on his feet in snort order and
now he testifies: "Pm on the road to
ta, at the School House.
Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe. Benito complete recovery." Best on earth for
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
Borrego, Seferino Alarid and Francis liver and kidney troubles and all forms
co
Ortiz y Baca, at School House, of stomach and bowel complaints. Only
You will find no other kind in BurlingA.
M.
DETTRtBACH, Mgr.
50c. Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co,
Ward No. 1
ton trains. Cleanliness is a hobby with
Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe. Tomas
Alarid, Julian Vigil, Matias Dominquez,
notice for Publication.
the Burlington and particular people are
The Largest Hall in the City QUaghlla Building, Don SaSDfr Aveeoe.
at Patricio Luceros' room.
(Homestead Entry No. 7979.)
cordially invited to make inspection whenPrecinct No. 6, Agua Fria. Rafael
Dkpabtmbnt of thb Intkbiob,
Land Office at Sant Fe. N. M.. Sept. 18, 1904 forMontoya, Felix Lopez, Jcne ' Antonio l Notice
ever they have opportunity.
is hereby viven that the following
fjAfiMGaC
Romero, at School House District named settler has Hied notice of his
inten
D
tion
final Droof in mnnnrt nf hla Balls
make
to
No.
In summer, cleanliness and good air
5.")
claim, and that, said proof will he made be
No. 6, Cienega.-r-Mart- in
Precinct
fore the register or receiver at Santa Fe. N. Parties
CMUTUi
BUILDING &0
mean much to the traveler. He wants
M.. on Oct. 26. 1904. viz: Cosme D. Carrillo for
Mora, Carmen Terrasa, Cosme Baca, at the
jjots 3 and 4. a'A sw&. section 38. town
LOAN
ASSOCIATION
R
'the house of Bonifacio Narvaiz.
both. He deserves both. And he gets
ship 18 north, range 10 east. He names Private and
the followinsr witnesses to Drove his conti
D
No. 7, Cerrillos. Ross Grif nuous
von
Will
Precinct
ta
assist
residence UDon and cultivation of aaid
both.
viz: OctaViano Rodriguez, Nicolas Public Entertainments'
fith, Alejandro Montoya, Ramon San land,
SOwn
Own
Baca. Pedro G . Ortiz. Luciano Ortiz all nf
!c
doval, at Vacant Store, West of Post santa re, . n."
Conventions.
Let me tell you about the low rates
Etc.,
if
Etc.,
own
Be
lanrilnrd
vnur
.
Pt
min.
,
K.
Mahdil
Office.
Otsbo, Register,
we are offering; now to Chicago, St. Louis
rentj Into the Building & j Loan
No. 8, Galisteo. Donaclano
Precinct
and other points East.
Association and thus pay for your
What is Llfc7
Angel, Ventura Barros, Severo Mon
home.
450 ;
In the last analysis nobody knows, but
toya, at School House.
Seating
Capacity,
'J essaeJeiBsaasBSBPej
Precinct No 9, San Ildefonso. Ell- - we do know that it Is under strict law.
The
Association has on hand monevl
'
i
gio Gonzales, Frank J. Garcia, Anton- Abuse that law even slightly, pain rei10
Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.
on aesiraoie property. Stage
Large
loan
io Eluterio Vigil, at School. House, sults. Irregular living means derangeFor particulars call on or addressJ
ment of the organs, resulting incoii- District No. 9.
, J. F. VALLERY, General Agent.
the secretary,
Precinct No. 11, Golden, Nick Mon ketipatlon, headache or liver trouble. For terms apply to.?
DENVER
toya, W. H. Dicks, Frank White, at the Dr. King's New Life Pills quickly re
R. J. CRICHTON
A. FA.
School House,
adjusts this. It's gentle, yet thorough.
mum BLOCK,
SANTA FB. K. if I
25a at Plecher Drug C3o, SaaU F xor Hancock St.
Precinct No. 12, Canoncito. Patri-Onl-y
fianta Fe H. M.
!r
,
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor
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FRANK DIBERT

Clean Cars with
Good Ventilation

Gold

OPERA

Silver Filigree

HOUSE

-
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r
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Etc
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COLLEGE

257 San Francisco Street.

OF

BOY WRITES
EXPERIENCE.

HIS

Work Is Hard, But There are Com
pensatlons of Various Sorts An
Inducement to Take a Job of Plow
ing.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

1

7

904

JUMPING UP

FJILL

Is a great deal harder than jumping
down. And yet people who have
been for years running down in health
expect to jump back at once. It takes
years generally to make a man a con
firmed dyspeptic, ana ne
cannot expect to be cured
in a few days.
There is no Quicker
means of cure for
other forms of stomach
trouble than by the use of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Dis
covery. It cures
diseases of the
stomach and other
organs of digestion
and nutrition and builds
up the body with sound
flesh and solid muscle.

PlILLIIffl

OP

V

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, SEPT.

One of the college boys who went
to the western Kansas harvest fields
writes to a friend an account of his
experiences, saying:
Ranirrtit, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen "Well, this isn't what it is cracked
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
up to be, an9 Harold would have
confessed himself all In and come
and Other Gems.
, .
home to mamma Inside of two days
after starting If he hadn't been
I was taken sick two years
ago," writes Rev. W. H. Patterworse afraid of the joshing of you
son. of White Cloud, Ala." with '
To have the beat of everything in the
devils than of blistered paws. Speak
what the doctors thought was
or
gastric trouble, indigestionconing of blistered paws, it's no joke.
nervous dyspepsia, also
Before night the first day I had puffs
stipation and inactive liver.
I was in a dreadful condition.
all over my hands, and that night
Tried several different doctors
with but little result. I had
the fat dame of this household stuck
gotten so feeble that I was alneedles into em and tapped me
most past traveling about; had
I
until I ran water like a hydrant But
got down to 114 pounds.
WCBl UUU OUUHL .1. UUL11C9 u
to
was
for
the old boy
me, and
good
' Golden Medical Discovery,'
and got the Pellets' and
BOOIS,
HAGAZIJIES, PERIODICALS. two days he kept me at choring
direcbegan following
around, hauling water, helping the fat
tions. When I had taken
for
I
felt
Headquarters
about five bottles
dame cook and playing the baby gen
very much better and was
erally. Then I tackled the header
greatly improved, and
boxes again for ten straight days and
weighed one hundred and
thirty-eigh- t
pounds. I will
I really got to liking it. But say,
say that Dr. Pierce's
medicines are a GodWillie, don't you believe that story
send to poor suffering
about a shortage In the world's bread
humanity, and I advise
Santa Fe. N. M.
ao8 San Francisco St.
I
any and all chronic
crop. I know better, for
pitched
sufferers to give them
enough of the blamed stuff to make
a fair trial and they
will be satisfied."
two crops of world's breadstuff.
Accept no substi
"And, Willie, there is another thing
tute for "Golden Medical Discovery."
;
you can disabuse your festering in
There is nothing "iust as good" for
,
tellect of. You can't spoon with these
diseases of the stomach.
country girls with the joyous freedom
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure
that you read about. We have
biliousness and sick headache.
roly-polgirl here who doesn't wear
corsets and who don't care how much
sock she displays when she kicks
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
at the cat. I kissed her the other
night. I won't do it any more. If I
Palace: E. R. Paul, Pittsburg; Dr.
want exercise of a rapid kind I will
and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only fire-proM.
S. Nuy, Paris; E. L. Medler,
an
out
and ground
electric light
''
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing go
wire through my handsome person
Claire: Robert Ingersoll. New York:
;
She whacked me on the side of the
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
head with a fist like a ham, and don't Samuel Jones, Jonesville, Arkansas:
;s
sonnedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
you doubt it, Willie, she meant every J. W. Orchard, Morairty; C, M. Case,
Mrs. G. Li. Zilten, Albuquerque; S. F.
El Paso.
Campion,
'Found
PLAN.
$2
'found.'
and
a
"I
EUROPEAN
AMERICAN OR
set
day
Bon' Ton: Ross Griffith, K. Gray- means that the old man comes to
A. F. Lesley, Al
; your downy couch at 3 (o'clock In the ford, Los Cerrillos;
A.
J.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office hi the Building morning
Estancia:
Bryant,
buquerque;
,
and finding you asleep
Frank Johnson, Hayden, Colorado.
to
out
feed
horses
the
you
whoops
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO 8TREET.
Normandie: Miss Carrie Goodson.
By the time the horses are fed we are
Did you ever A. A. Henry, Albuquerque; H. D. Win-socalled to breakfast.
The book bindery of the New Mexi can Printing Company has been1 bo eat pie at breakfast? Well, we have
Willis.
much enlarged and improved of late that it' Is the best south of Pueblo to pie for breakfast every other morn
ing. It seems to be the idea out here
the Mexico lfne and between Dallas, Texas, End Los Angeles, California.
How's This?
If you have pie you can't complain at
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
And
other
any
Indignity.
every pie any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
we have had so far is made out of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
P. J. CHENEY 4 CO., Toledo. O.
raisins. Now, don't get it Into your
We. the nriflpraicTiprl. hnvn knnu'n V J
head that raisins won't make good Cheney for the lst 15 years, and believe him
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
perfectly honorable in nil business transacpie. They do.
tions and financially able to carry out any
"
firm.
After breakfast we hie us away obligations made by. this
China ware, Glassware,
and Moldings Store and
N
WiLD'NO, KINN
MRVIH,
to the field and cut wheat until the
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
floods Soldo
XadetsOrdsr
s
Hall
is
Catarrh
Cure
out
of
waves
taken
internnllv.
a
tablecloth
fat dame
directly upon the blood and mucous
the window to tell us that dinner is acting:
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
75 cents ner hottlo.
free.
Price
Snia hv All
we
eat
out
Then
and
and
go
ready.
cut more wheat, and the old boy Drupglsts.
CHARLES WAGHER
lake nail's .Family fills for constipation.
keeps us at it until it gets too dark to
see. But, Willie, the way you can
2fe I
"Licensed Embalmer
sleep after you have had a day like TO THE CLIFF DWELLINGS'
that! You go dead that's all about
'
it.
,
Five honra for the round trip.
"I figure that I will get home with
drivers. Low rates
Experienced
about $30 to the clear. The old boy
San Francisco Street.
Telephone 10.
and
teams.
good
to
me
a
month
will
$25
he
give
says
ama wsMsbcs Telephone No. i.
Night Calls
stay and plow, and a thresher man GEORGE J. SAFFORD & SON,
offers $1.60 a day and 'found' if 1
Espanola, N.M
will work for him. But $30 is capital
M K. B. QCICKKX,
enough for Harold. I am not graspsordid.
)Q
J J When Yon Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget
9 ing or S.
I had a
talk
"(P.
with the roly-pol- y
girl last evening
She said I ought to be ashamed of
myself for kissing her in the house
where the fat dame might see. If it
QUICKEL BOTHE, Proprietors.
wasn't for school taking up I believe
I'd tackle that job of plowing.)"
Clob Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
Kansas City Journal.

y

22 and 23.

Elegant styles, carefully selectediby Miss Green,
who will be in charge of the department and glad
to show the ladies of Santa Fe all the latest shapes
:

atjreasonable prices

:

:

'

:

.

lini

STATIOY,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
-

SOT,X AGKHT

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL

y

Lemp9s St houis Beef
jt Jt J

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

FILLEt

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

The Trade Sapplied From Ooe Bottle to a CarleasL

Goadalope Street. Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. $6.

of

.

.

I

!

HOTEL NORMANDIE
and Water Street.
Don Gaspar Avenue
fjt at sC tt

CO

TASAAA

N

THE

t

j

ZElGER

11

Corner Railroad Arcane and Second

Santa Fe Central Railway System:

trains carry

No

Tickets also on sale
to KANSAS CITY,
CHICAGO, and all
points east. Lowest
rates, quickest time,
shortest lines, and
best service via this

R E AT RA LWAY SYSTEMS,
OF

j

,

,

I

NEW MEXICO.

,

1

Lve

Alt! (No

...Santa Fe.. Arr
..Uonaeians..
.Vera Blanca.
....Kennedy...
Clark....
.. ..Stanley.....
..Moriarty ..

10.211

11.00

....Mcintosh..
...Estancia...
Wlllard...
...Progresso..
..... Blanca...
Arr ....Torrance Lve

11.25

12.50
1.25
1.55
2.30
8.20

2

7,0001

6,650
6,400
6,050
6,125
6,370
6,250
6.175
6,140!
6,125
6.210
6.285
6,475

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon
tana, Washington and the Great North-

-

vest.

..

Connecting

'

at Torrance, N.

M.; with

the El
System for
Kansas City, Chicago, St Louis and all
points east and for El Paso, Texas and
ad points in Southern New Mexico,
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M, for
points east and west on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
For rates and Information address '

A. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Passenger Agent,
Santa Fs, N. M.

route.

'

For handsome
literature and detailed inforFox any additional information call on or address 8.;B- Grimshaw mation as to rates, etc., address A. N
Brown. G. F. ft P. A El Peso, NorthGenerel Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
eastern System, ,Fl Paso, Texas.
B.
Cloudcroft!

S.

Pres.

".O

iX---

&

Oca'l .lander.

v.""'.i'r?v5''

y

V,

GRIMSHAW.
6. F. & P. A.

I

Advertise In the New Mexican and
-.
increase your business
.

l(

--

,

'(

New Cuisine

erenade

Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies-oRegular Meals 25 Cents.

f

at the

are

the Season. Opes Day sod Night.
21 Meals for $4.50.

G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
254 San Francjeeo Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
sj'sjsjsjsjsjsjsjbsjsjsjsjss)sjwsj
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Going via the Santa
Fe yon are landed

DIRECTLY IN

Oyer

FRONT OF THE MAIN
ENTRANCE

$43.55

COAq TICKETS

To the "World's
Fair."

$4070

Limit 90 Days
On Sale
Sept., 19,20,28,29.
Oct., 3, 4, 5. 6, 19,20, 26,27.

Chicago and return

$25.75

On Sale Daily
LIMIT

'

15

'
Days.

)

LIMIT 10 DAYS.

Dates of Sale
Sept. 27th.

Oct. 1, 4, 8, 11,

15, 18,22, 25 and 29.

l$45.55,5one way via St.

return limit October 31st,

LOUIS, on

sale daily,
.

des-criptl-

-

W. II. ANDREWS.

If You Do Try the

rt

Stations.

Mi

8.15
8.35
0.00
9.25
9.45

Pullm-a-

sleepers, tourist and dine
injr car. Service unsurpassed. All trains of
this routerun Into the
' grounds " so" passengers
on this line have no
change of cars but are
. taken ;
directly to the
gates or the' ' Ex post- .
tiom
', '

G

?.

Effective Sunday, September II, 1904.
Morth Bound
South Bound

v

'

EAT

Santa Fc Central RaiTy

Use the Shbrt Lloe In connection with the E. P. & N. B. and Great Rock
Island route. Kates for the Woild's Fair, at St. Louis, $4355 for.;..
jL.
the round trip. Tickets
on sale September 19, 20,
28 and 29, October 3d,
THE NEW: LI NT K
4th, 5th, 6th, 19th, 20th,
26th and 27th. 'Limited
for return for
ninety
days from date of sale.
In no event will the final
limit of these
return'
tickets in any case exceed December 31st,
Santa Fe Central
19,04.
trains make close con- nectlon at Torrance. All
E. P. & N. E. & R. I.

"CONNECTING ALL THE

DO YOU

Proprietor.

A Good Reason.
Addie: When Mary came to Santa
Fe she looked like a skeleton. But see
how fleshy she is now.
Mabel: No wonder! You'd get fleshy
too if you took your meals at the Bon
'
Ton.

3 MEXICO
UUUUUVI

'

tl

sjC

CARRIE L. THOMAS,

CAFES

t

ALBUQUERQUE

heart-to-hea-

)

l

Reasonable rates for board and room.
Well furnished rooms.
Good table and service.
All windows screened.
New furniture
Free bath in connection.

r,

THE CfjAS. VAGJIER, rURfllTUIC

t3

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H. S. LUTZ

Agent

i-

7

-

1

K

-

.

.

1

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, September 30, J 904.
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CARTWRIGHT-DAVI0E0.

Jt

W. HICKOX, President

jt

CO.

S

DESTRUCTIVE

S. 0. CART WRIGHT, Sec'y and Treas.

No.

4.

-

(frMrny ta rfnfc

1

FLOOD WATERS

' No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Crocerv Telephone

POWERFUL AND

"'

Meat Market Telephone No.49.

li

Continued From First Page, i

With Yoti

Take a

voirs the size of that of the water
company and to have irrigated many
IMPERIAL FLOUR.
GREELEY POTATOES.
thousands of acres of lands. The river
continues to rise and falPat irhere
Our trade on Imperial Flour has been
The notatoes from Greeley, Colora
internals, evidently receiving
regular
like
we
would
but
very
satisfactory,
do rank as being of the very highest
to us 'i it who fresh supplies from the smaller canons
one
in
Fe
Santa
now
every
are
them,
We
receiving
quality.
'
can appreciate its remarkable quali- from time to time. At ten o'clock this
and they are very fine indeed.
was on the Sidewater
1
the
morning
and
?l-6bread
'.
ties. It makes the best of
Per cwt
also a fine pastry flour. Probably ttu. walks on Don Gaspar Avenue, a block
best pastry cook in the Southwest will from the bridge. This was the overflow from the south bank, which had
MEADOW GOLD BUTTER.
use no other brand.
been
demolished near College Street.
50
$1.60
pound sack
We never tire of telling the good
Believed Rain Is Over.
'
is
Gold
Butter. It
qualities of Meadow
This morning threatening clouds
pure, clean and of a most delicate
obscured the mountains from view and
flavor. These good qualities are
SOUTH SEA BLEND. ,
evidently more rain was falling to the
and preserved by the package,
north.
The clouds gradually raised
ad
remarkable
a
been
There has
which is air tight, moirture and odor
vance in the price of medium grade but continued to hang low over, the
proof.
coffees. We are fatill selling South Sea mountains for hours. Later the sun
Blend at 25 Cents per pound. We fear came out and appearances were that
continue little, if any, rain, would fall this evenwe shall not be abl ;
that
OUR BAKERY.
'
to do this much longer, liiiter buy ing.
v
'
All
Broke
Records.
Why not use our bread? It is made sixty days' supply now.
The rain of last night and yesterday
according to the most approved methbroke all records for the month of
ods. It contains nothing that could by
September in this section. During the
the remotest possibility be injurious
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
night 1.43 inches fell, the total rainfall
to the health. It is sweet to the taste,
hours being 2:30.
We always have what the market for the twenty-fou- r
clean to" the sight and always fresh.
Made only from the highest gralle affords in the way of fruits and vege The largest precipitation in the past
was 1.70 inches on September
tables.
Kansas flour.
1893. The total fall under the present shower is 'given out by the loca)
weather bureau as 2.B1 inches. No
HAY AND GRAIN.
MEAT MARKET.
forecast has been received today, yes
or
fill
to
.W3 shall bo pleased
your
Only the choicest cuts of packing
stating that more showers
house corn fed beef, mutton ,and lamb ders for hay, grain, feed, etc. Our terday's
were to be anticipated.
Rtnnks
are
the
alwavs
qual
complete,
are cut in our market Give us a trial
Bad Washout on D. & R. G.
when you want something nice in the ity of the best and prices reasonable.
The Denver & Rio Grande Raliwav
are
fed.
well
animals
See
boiled
that your
way of meats, bacon, hams,
is confronted with a serious problem
We can do it for you.
ham, etc.
in the washout in the Rio Grande Can
on. The train backed into Espanola
again last night and a large force and
a work train are at work endeavoring
to repair trackage to a sufficient extent to resume traffic. It is not known
when the regular schedule of the line
can be resumed. ;
Laroe Crowd Views Flood.
Many visited the river banks today
to watch the waters as they rushed
past. Accidents were narrowly averted at the Don Gaspar bridge where the
banks had been undermined and only
No. 3 A. Folding Pocket Kodak,
required a little additional weight to
tumble into the river. On ths north
side of the bridge one mm refused to
-- :-:heed the shouted warnings and Walked
across a mere shell of earth on the
wing. Six feet of earth gave way and
he narrowly escaped following it into
BEAUTIFUL WHITE CHINA SILK WAISTS,
the swirling waters. A portion of
Bernstein's blacksmith shop on the
I,ace-trimmeJust the thing to wear with the South
Daintily made.
bank of the river along side of
I
new style separate skirts
the Gallisteo Street bridge was carried
V.
:
down the stream much to the conster
nation of the, horseshoer.
Several
See the new stock of COLLARS, silk and linen, handtrees floated down, accompanied by
miscellaneous
collection of ' article
oar
Look
over
the display
somely embroidered.
picked up along the banks.
Damage Due to Dilatoriness.
Store before you decide on ydar purchase : : : :
the
The damages to the Don Gasper Av down the river last night, helped
Street
Galisteo
of
bridge
the
enue bridge, which consistedof the security
Contractor Sharpe,
loss
of two of the wingwalls.and the 300 feet below. '
made
the
We 'carry the finest SHOES in
DUs Gaspar Avenue
country,
by
the
'built
who
approaches to the bridge, was caused
asserted that he was sure that
the Brown
the largest and best house in America,
by the failure of the property owners bridge
of water that possibly could
volume
no
to build break waters and ot the offl
come
down
the river would injure the
Shoe Co. Men's, Ladies', Boys', Girls' and Children's.
cials who had promised to clean out
New Mexico."
Avenue bridge proper, but
Don
Gaspar
the channel of the river to perform
that unless suitable breakwaters were
their agreement.
had
along the banks above it and the
TO SUIT ANYBODY
County Commissioner Seligman Talks channel of the stream was
kept clean
County Commissioner Arthur Selig- and
to the bridge
the
approaches
deep,
GIVE US A TRIAL man,v who was instrumental in, secur would suffer. This is fully born out
COME AND
US v'
ing this improvement for the county
occurred last night at the
stated to a representative of the New by what
-bridge.
Mexican this morning that he had re
.
Catron Block, East Side Plaza.
I
ceived promises fro mthe penitentiary
officials that they would remove the
superfluous stone and plough, out
'
it
channel iu the river which would lead
MANUFACTURE
St
directly to the arches. This had been
promised when D. M. White, who was
the engineer in charge of the construe
This
Remaining
Morning
tion of the bridge, had called his atten Adjourned
DEALER IN
THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1904.
Cases Will Be Heard Before
tion .to the condition of the river chan
nel above and finder the bridge. "If
Judge McFie in Court
Hatches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
'Chambers.
the city and property owners had
The College li empowered by law to Issue
S
TEACHERS' CERTIFIRepairing of Am watches and Jewels? wrk a spatially.
built breakwaters along both banks in
CATES to Its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored
by School Directors
compliance with the city ordinance,
Uft 1IDIAI 600DS
'
FILIGEM It
In the Territory of New Mexico.
The district court of Santa County
and the channel had been cleaned out
in front of the bridge the large vol convened this morning at ten o'clock,
BROTHER BOTULPH,
247 Sea Franciaoa
n
ume of water would have pass Judge John R. McFie presiding,- and
Tils
desk.
at
clerk
the
deputy
ed under the arches of the Don Gaspar
In the case of the Santa Fe Central
bridge with no damage at all," said
Moi-soMr. Seligman. "At the highest point Railway Company vs. Philip B.
stat
a
the
under,
proceeding
being
of the river, the water did not reach
Tablets for School Children, 10 cents per Pound. New Mexican Printing Co.
the spring line of the arches and there ute to condemn certain lands for rail
THESE BRIGHT
was plenty Of room for all of it to pass road purposes, the district attorney, E.
Some of the C. Abbott, filed a petition for leave to
DAYS
comfortably through.
SUNSHINY
In behalf
property owners had built breakwaters! intervene in such proceeding
beckon us out of doors.
ana omers naa ngiectea to ao so. of the Territory and County of Santa
What we need is good
invigorating exercise, to
Thi3 caused the .river to assume an Fe, to cpmpel the payment of delinclear the cobwebs from
'S' shape and allowed the water to quent taxes out of the award deposited
the mind and energize
in court by the railroad company for
the whole system. Mature '
swing in behind the wing walls. The
demands It.
the
payment of the land condemned,
Ldamage will only amount to $ 270 on
hearing this morning the
this bridge. As to what the damage and upon awas
court.
denied by the
will be, on the other bridges I am not application
In the case of C: L. Bishop, admin
this
at
time
prepared
istrator, vs. S. Quintana de Garcia, ar
County to Take Prompt Action
of counsel upon the law and
guments
Commissioner Seligman also stated
BICYCLES
be heard by Judge Mc
evidence
that the county would promptly repair Fie in, thewillChambers
at" some future
enable us to fulfill this
the damage to the Don Gaspar Avenue
requirement. Personal
be
as
may
agreeable to the coun
day
comfort and thorough
'
bridge and take measures to rebuild sel.
confidence in your wheel
'
the Delgado and Cano Street bridges;
are embodied in the new
of
district
term
the
The
September
a contract for the new stone bridge on
will sell my
RAMBLER CHAINLESS
. Wishing to retire from business
court adjourned for the term, but quite
College Street has already been award- a number of cases are to be tried be
entire stock of
ed. Before the county will do this,
fore the Judge at the Chambers, a jury
CHAIN M0DBL5
however, the county commissioners
INDIAN
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
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